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The Post Amerikan is an independent 
community newspaper providing infor­
mation and analysis that i s  screened 
out of or downplayed by establi shment 
news sources .  We are a non-profit , 
worker-run collective that exists as 
an alternative to the corporate media . 
Decisions are made col lectively by 
staff members at our regular meetings .  
We put out ten i ssues a year . Staff 
members take turns as " C oordinator . "  
All writing , typing , edit ing , 
graphics , photography , paste-up , and 
distribution are done on a volunteer 
bas i s .  
Thanx .. . 
This issue in your hands is  thanx to 
Bobby ,  Bumper , Dan , Danny , Dave , 
Deborah , Diana , Gary , Ho lly , Jody , 
Laurie , lVJar� , Melissa , Nadene , Ralph, 
Sue , Susie  ( coordinator ) , X . , and 
probably o thers that we forgo t .  
Thank you Delaware Alternative Press  
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Most of our mater ial and inspiration 
for material comes from the community . 
The Post Amerikan welcomes stories , 
graphics , photos ,  and news tips from 
our readers , and if you'd like to 
j oin us call 828-7232 and leave a 
message with our answering machine . 
We'l l  get back to you , usually with­
in a week . 
We like to print your letters . Try to 
limit yourself to the equivalent of 
two double- spaced typewritten page s .  
I f  you write a short , abusive letter , 
it's likely to get in print . Long , 
abus ive letters , however ,  are not 
likely .to get printed . Long , bril­
liantly written , non-abus�ve letters 
Moving? 
When you move, be  sure to s end us 
your new address so  your subscription 
won't go astray. If you don't have a 
subscription, get one. 
Empty lot and rock with memorial plaque 
is all that's �eft where a Victor ian home 
once housed ISU ' s  first pres ident Charles 
Hovey, and his famous poet son , Richard . 
The photo is from a new book featuring 
before and after shots of 4 5  lost homes 
in Bloomington-Normal .  See .review p. 12 . 
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may , if we see fit , be printed as 
article s .  Be sure-to tell us if you 
don't want your letter printed . 
An alternative newspaper depends very 
directly on a community of concerned 
people for existence . We believe that 
i � i s  Vf�rY important to keep a paper 
like this around . If you think so 
too , then support us through contri­
butions and by letting our advertisers 
know you saw their ads in the Post 
Amerikan . 
--
The deadline for submiss ions for the 
March issue is February 17 . 
BLOOMINGTON 
· -
Amtrak station , 1200 W .  Front 
The Back Porch , 402� N .  Main 
Bias i's Drugstore , 217 N .  Main 
:Bus Depot , 523 N. East 
The Coffee Shop , s. Main , Blm .  
Common Ground , 516 N .  Main 
Discount Den , 207 N. Main 
Front and Center B ldg. 
Gene's Drive-in , 1019 S .  Main 
Haag Drugstore , 509 w. Washington 
K-Mart , at parking lot entrance 
off of Empire 
Haag Drug , 1110 E .  Oakland 
Last Page , 416 N .  Main 
Law & Justice Center ,  West Front 
Medusa's Adult World , 4 20 N .  Madison 
Mel-0-Cream Doughnuts , 901 N .  Main 
Mike ' s  Market , 1013 N .  Park 
Mr . Donut , 131� E .  Empire 
Nierstheimer's Drugs , 1302 N .  Main 
Oakland & Morrissey , NW corner 
Pantagraph {in front of building) , 
301 w. Washington 
The Park Store , Wood and Allin 
Red Fox , 918 W. Market 
,Small Changes Bookstore , 409A N .  Main 
Sus ie ' s  Cafe , 6 0 2  N .  Main 
U . S .  Post Office , 1511 E .  Empire ( at 
exit) 
U . S .  Post Office , Center and Monroe 
Wash House , 6 09 N .  Clinton 
Washington and Clinton , SE .corner 
Washington St . ,  across from courthouse 
� W Bake Shop , 801 E .  Washington 
NORMAL 
.Alamo I I , 319 North ( in front) 
Blue Dahli a ,  121 E .  Beaufort 
Bowling & Billiards center , :r-su 
·.Cage , I SU University Union 
Dairy Queen , 1110 s . �ain 
.Dr'astic P lasti c  Records , 115 North Eisner's , East Col lege & Towanda ( at 
Colleqe entrance ) 
.. F ink ' s, 111 E .  B eaufort (in front) 
Midstate Truck P laza , ·u. s .  51 north Mother Murphy ' s ,  111� North 
· North & Broadway , southeast corner 
Old Main :Bookstore , 201 s-. Main · 
Record Service , Watterson Place 
Redbird IGA , 301 S .  Main 
Upper Cut , 318Kingsley 
White Hen Pantry , 207. Broadway ( in 
front) # '·• 
� TOWN 
Urbana , Horizon Bookstore , .517 s. 
Goodwin ·• 
Blackburn ·corfe �ge ·Bookst�re, CarlinvL).le, . IUinois 
The Way International 
A one· WAY ticket to hell 
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The following true story was written 
in response to questions which a num­
ber of people have asked regarding 
a little-known bible cult whose mem­
bers practice hypnoti sm ,  theft by de­
ception , and a somewhat modernized 
vers ion of brainwashing. Call it an 
ersatz religion , a communist plot , or 
organized fraud , but it is a very 
real threat to the freedom and wel l­
being of the youth of Aroerika. 
I hope some who read this article 
will have second thoughts about get­
ting involved with The Way Interna­
tional--or any simi lar outfi:ts. The 
fact is that it's not half as easy to 
quit as it is to j oin , and for some 
people , joining The Way has been the 
single greatest tragedy of their 
lives. 
My first encounter with The Way Inter­
national came in January 1975, when a 
friend ( I'll call him Dave ) got in­
volved with the group. I don't know 
exactly what happened , but Dave 
def initely changed after attending 
one of their meetings. He talked 
about having a "ministry" from God and 
being able to levitate obj ects and 
other unusual feats. He was excited 
by the " fellowship" he had with some 
Way members and agreed to move into an 
apartment with them , donating his 
stereo to them. I couldn't under­
stand what was going on. 
Within a few days , mainly out of curi­
osity , I went with a few of Dave's 
other friends , to his new apartment. 
Whenever we entered the house , we were 
greeted with big , sloppy , wet kisses 
by the female Way members. We were 
constantly bombarded by Dave's Way 
buddies with invitations to-come to 
their meetings and take a class known 
as Power for Abundant Living. 
C a m e r as f o r C h rist 
Dave also informed me that he had do­
nated his Nikkormat camera , formerly 
his most prized possession , to Jesus. 
I wasn't quite sure what Jesus was 
going to do with a Nikkormat. The 
stereo which Dave had donated was not 
in evidence anywhere in the house ,  so 
apparently Jesus had needed it else-
where. · 
Dave had also gone on a diet (no food 
until Jesus said it was all right) , 
and had taken to staying up late (no 
sleep for 2 or 3 days in a row) under 
the constant vigilance of his Way bud­
dies. This was supposedly to drive 
Satan out of Dave's body , but was also 
accompanied by r igid indoctrination 
and " speaking in tongues "  (a form of 
nonsens ical babbling which was meant 
to represent " perfect prayer" ) .  
If any one o f  Dave's former fr1ends 
( such as me ) were to question one of 
Dave's Way buddies as to the wisdom 
of what they were doing , we invariably 
received one of the following re­
sponses: 1. You're possessed ; 2 .  
You're the adversary ( the devi l ) ; 3. 
You're off the word (the b ible) ; 4� 
You're living in the world. 
These .people were obviously unable to 
defend their beliefs rationally and 
had been programmed to give a very 
limited number of responses to any 
inquiries by curious outs iders. 
-
With all this intense browbeating 
going on , not one of us outsiders was 
ever seriously affected by the 
attempted programming di rected at us. 
The only way I can account for this is 
that we were constantly on our guard 
and-comparing ( deris ive ) notes after 
the meetings were over. Perhaps be-
cause the Way members could never get 
one of us alone for any length of time 
the hypnot ism never quite took hold. 
' 
The dar ke r side 
As the four of us continued coming 
to the numerous " fellowships " and 
" coffeehouses" which were held nightly 
at Dave's apartment ( all fund-rais ing 
events ) ,  we began to get glimpses of 
a darker side of the Way organization. 
The founder of the Way was a man 
named Victor Paul Wierwille who lived 
in New Knoxville , Ohio ; and , according 
.to the Way members , this man was 
being persecuted by both the FBI and 
CIA. We were asked if we would like 
to come to the Illinois headquarters 
of the Way ( located near Shirley , 
Illinois ,  at the crossroads of two 
major highways )  and learn how to use 
fi rearms. We were to ld that we , or 
anyone else wishing to accept a " min­
istry" in the Way , would have to 
learn to " travel light " and avoid law 
enforcement offic ials. 
During the early part of 1975, a 
Wesleyan student who had become in­
volved with the Way called the PATH 
hotline , and whi le talking to the 
PATH volunteer , shot himself in the 
head and d ied. The Way people in 
B loomington immediately disavowed 
knowledge of this person , saying 
�hat he was " possessed" and " living 
in the world." At the same time , 
many of the Way members changed their 
addres ses. 
I had been persuaded to take the Power 
for Abundant Living class , at the then 
low cost of $75, but I changed my mind 
and wanted my money back. When I was 
told by the Way members that the money 
was not refundable , I sent them a 
summons ,  delivered to their house by a 
deputy sheriff , to appear in C ircuit 
Court. Within 5 days , I received a 
check from the Way International head­
quarters in New Knoxville , Ohio. 
In t e nse p a r a n o i a  
Meanwhile , I began hearing reports 
that the founder of the Way , Victor 
Paul Wierwille , was living in high 
luxury in a mansion in New Knoxville , 
whose grounds were patrolled by sentry 
dogs and " believers" carrying auto­
matic weapons. So intense was the 
paranoia of the Way members in Bloom-
· ington that they alleged that the FB I 
and C IA were mak�ng daily assas sination 
attempts on Mr. Wierwille. Why these 
agencies never succeeded is beyond me. 
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.The newspapers , according to Way mem­
bers , chose never to report any of 
these incidents , being themselves 
'Completely controlled by the FBI , the 
CIA and the devil. (These claims may 
be true for all I know! ) 
By the summer of 1975, the Way Inter­
_national was holding large- scale 
meetings in town. One of their 
,slogans at the time was " The Way Over 
'the World by 1976, "- meaning that by 
:July 4th , 1976, they intended to have 
made the "word" and the Power for Abun­
dant Living class available to every 
man , woman , and child on earth. 
:During-their large meetings , the audi­'torium was patrolled by some mean­
.looking goons who were apparently pro­
fes s ional security people hired by 
the Way. Anyone coming into the audi­
torium would be rudely told where they 
could sit. 
S o l e y f o r  fu n ds 
Let me mention at this point that the 
Way is essentially no different from 
the Krishnas or the Unif ication Church 
of Rev. M0on as far as the intention 
of its leaders to make money us ing 
the ir Constitutional guarantees and 
tax-exempt status as a shield against 
governmental investigation. The Way 
is solely a fund-raising organization , 
and all the proceeds go directly to 
its founder's personal bank account. 
The Way builds no churches , sends no 
miss ionaries to poor countries , spon­
sors no charities in the United States , 
pays no check to any of its members , 
gives nothing away. It appeals to the 
alienated youth of Amerika , siphons 
off their money , and gives nothing in 
return. 
I would say that all allegations of 
the Way's kidnappings and extortions , 
made to the press by former Way mem­
bers , are probably true. I heard and 
saw enough dur ing my exposure to the 
Way's operations to realize that this 
organization is only superficially 
religious. Beneath the surface are 
all the workings of a bona fide crime 
syndicate. 
I stopped going to all Way meetings 
by the fall of 1975, as it just 
seem7d ridiculous to continue wasting 
�y time. By the way , our friend Dave 
is now a burned-out zombie living a 
shadow existence on a remote farm 
somewhere in Illinois. He has served 
his use�ulness to the Way , and has now 
been quietly " retired." 
Next month: The 700 Club's " Eye in 
the Sky. "e 
--Jim Tippett 
Reagan hoods rob from the 
After Pres ident Reagan twice failed to 
kill the Legal Serv ices Corporation 
(LSC ) ,  he packed the agency's board 
with saboteurs . They did better as 
pirates : running up bills more than 
double those of their predecessors . 
Legal Services is a federally funded 
corporation that provides legal ass is­
tance to poor people in non-cr iminal 
(or c ivil ) cases . Reagan has had it iJl 
for this agency s ince his days as 
governor of California, when the loc al 
Legal Services kept bringing, and 
winning, c lass ac tion s u its against his 
r ich friends, the growers. 
Reagan won a 25% c ut in LSC's budget 
for f iscal 1982, but Congress refused 
to kill the program outright (for some 
reason, Congres s and the American Bar 
Assoc iation are fond of Legal 
Services. ) The Reagan c ut forced a 
28% reduction in attorneys and staff 
and the c losing of 20% of LS offices 
nat ionwide. 
Well, if you can't demol ish it, 
impover ish it. 
On Dec. 15 the House Judic iary Over­
s ight Committee discovered that the 
Reagan appo intees collectively billed 
LSC for $ 156, 201 in consult ing fees, 
compared. to $ 72, 029 charged by the 1981 
board appo inted by President C arter. 
The board's overall.budget soared from 
$ 1 13, 7 2 1  to an unprecedented $ 2 73, 731. 
Four feet a n d  a sno u t 1  
This prompted Rep . M .  C aldwel l  Butler 
(R-VA) , chairman of the overs ight com­
mittee, to observe, "It sounds l ike the 
f irst thing they did was to go and put 
all four feet and a snout into the 
trough . "  
Acting board chair W i l liam Harvey 
charged LSC a whopping $ 25, 028 for 
part-time work, inc luding driving time 
to and from Indiana because he does not 
l ike to f ly .  According to Legal 
Services records, Reagan's board mem­
bers charged consulting fees of $ 29 an 
hour, even for reading documents at 
home. 
These fees are so high that Rep . B utler 
s arc as tically remarked that he was not 
s ure tne overs ight committee could 
afford .he board members'. 
te
_
stimon�. 
They charge $ 29 an hour JUSt to think 
about Legal Services. 
The LSC board further enraged Congress 
and Legal Services s upporters when it 
approved the contract for the corpora­
tion's new pres ident, Donald Bogard, 
even though the doc ument had been 
i l legally negotiated by acting board 
chair William Harvey on his own. The 
board had previously dec ided to work 
o ut the contract by committee . 
Connections pay 
Harvey is a former l aw professor o f  
Bogard's . S uch connections pay hand­
somely : in addition to his $ 5 7, 500 
salary, Bogard gets a full year's 
severance pay, benef its, and eepenses 
if he is fired ; unlimited room and 
board and two trips a month to his 
Indianapolis home until his family 
moves to Washington in June ; and a 
membership in the private c lub o f  his 
cho ice, pres umably to compens ate him 
for the indignity of consorting with 
the poor . 
The board tried to d iscuss Bogard's 
c ontrac t  in executive sess ion, despi te 
protests from several board members 
and a ruling from their own legal 
counsel that certain matters should be 
discussed in public . 
But the executive sess ion was held up 
when Mary Lanier, a stooped, e lderly 
woman from Washington, D.C . , wedged 
herself in the doorway and, leaning 
on her c ane, refused to budge. When 
it became c lear that they could not 
handle the crowd of legal services 
advoc ates and poor people gathered at 
the door, the board followed hotel 
guards through a back hallway in the 
Hyatt Hotel and went to a secure room. 
Shortly afterward, however, a board 
member walked o ut of the meeting. The 
rest of the board soon followed, and 
the Bogard contract was discussed in a 
public session . Despite widespread 
protests from advocates at the meeting, 
the contrac t was approved on a 7 to 
3 vote. 
The LSC's new pres ident was previously 
a l awyer for the S tokely-Van C amp 
c anning company, which he defended 
against s uits brought by Legal Services 
attorneys on behalf of migrant farm 
workers . ·Bogard admitted in congres­
s ional hearings that he has np experi­
ence in poverty l aw--a common qualif i­
c at ion of all Reagan's appointees 
to LSC . 
Not poor for long 
Dan Rathbun, a 23-year-old divinity 
school student, is the Pres�dent's odd 
idea of a " c l ient representative " for 
the poor on the LSC board . Rathbun's 
qual ific at ion as a poor person is that 
he has dec lared f inanc ial independence 
What 
has done 
Republic an convention 
Ronald Reagan proposed "a special kind 
of compact" between the leaders and 
the people. "Let us make a commitment 
. to care for the needy, " he dee lared in 
his acceptance speech. "Let us pledge 
to restore • • •  the Americ an spirit 
of voluntary service, of cooperation, 
of pr ivate and community initiative. " 
Those words mock us today, now that we 
know exactly what he had in mind. The 
vague sentiments of Reaganism trans-
lated into brutal pol ic ies that 
required putting certain groups back 
in their place . Blacks recognized 
thts right away ; most women d id soon 
enough . 
Ord inary white male workers took a bit 
longer to see that they were targets, 
too . Reaganism's attack on big 
government sounded reasonable-- in the 
abstrac t--but in practice it had the 
consequence of c lass warfare in 
Amerikan politic s .  Rich versus poor, 
bus iness versus labor and consumers, 
powerful interests versus the weak 
and unprotected. 
Under the slogan "regulatory reform, " 
Reaganism gutted the government's 
enforcement powers against the 
· predatory private interests that do 
damage to health, safety and the 
environment. His s upply-s ide 
economic s redistributed income upward, 
increas ing the share of the top fifth 
of Amerikan families at the expense 
of every other income group. 
Step back for a long look, and it 
becomes c lear what great damage 
Reaganism has done: 
--Under Reagan, the Environmental 
Protec tion Agency has sent 50% fewer 
.pol luters to the J ustic e Department 
'for prosec ution ; 
--FDA enforcement efforts against 
unsafe products dropped by 65% from 
1980 levels ; 
--In 1982, OSHA inves tigators issued 
49°/o fewer health and safety violations. 
than in 1980 ; 
poor. and keep it for themselve 
\£rom h is family, although his p arents 
c laim h im as a dependent .  In any c ase, 
he won't be poor long: in two months he 
has collected $ 1,.032 . 07 in consulting 
fees . 
All o f  this has infur iated Congress, 
espec i al ly the Republ ic ans on the over­
sight committee . Seven o f  them f ired 
o f f  ·an indignant letter to · President 
Reagan, advising h im to surrender in 
h is long war against LSC . Rep . Harold 
S awyer (R-MI) blasted the administra­
t ion for allowing " the Legal Services 
Reagan page 5 
to America 
--FTC issued 15 new ac tions to stop 
shady business practices in 1 98 2 , a 
7f!>/c drop under Reagan; 
--Families earning $ 10 , 000 or less in 
1982 lost $ 140 ; fami lies earning 
$ 80 , 000 or more won $ 8 , 3 2 0 ;  
--The Soc ial Services B lock Grant was 
c ut by 3 1% in real do llars under 
Reagan ; 
--School lunch appropriations were 
sl iced by $ 4 57 mill ion under Reagan's 
bu_dget cuts; 
--Funds for compensatory education 
programs for the disadvantaged were 
c ut by 2 1% in the last 2 years; 
- -Subsidized housing for low- income 
famil ies was cut back by 4 1% over a 
2-year per iod; 
--Between March 1981 and September 
198 2 ,  the bene fits o f  26 5 , 000 
disabil ity rec ipients were ended . 
Women suf fer disproportionately 
bec ause women are disproportionately 
represented at the bottom of the 
economic ladder . When food stamps 
are cut by $ 1 . 5  billion over the next 
3 years, women will lose most bec ause 
6 9% of f ami1ies on food stamps are 
h eaded by women . Medic aid is being 
cut by $ 1  billion over the next 3 
years, and 6 1% of Medicaid recip ients 
are poor women . The same holds true 
for program after program : day-care 
centers, legal services, school 
lunches, housing subsidie§, welfare, 
family planning . 
Even the middle c l ass lost in Reagan's 
redistribution of income . I f  
Amer ikan famil ies are divided into 5 
income groups, only the top group 
(those famil ies earning $ 4 0 , 000 or 
more) gained a larger share o f  the 
national income . Every other group-­
that is, 80% of U .S . households--lost 
some of its income share under 
Reaganism .  • 
- -Abridged from an article by William 
Gre ider, Rol l ing�, 23 Dec . 1982/ 
6 Jan . 1983 issue . 
.board members to make a pro fit on the 
'backs of a program designed to help 
'out the poor and elderly . It appears 
:to be the appl ic ation of a ' suck up' 
1 as opposed to a 'trickle down' theory" 
of economics, said S awyer . 
board, went on the McNe ill-Lehrer 
Report and called the c urrent scandal a 
" smokescreen" o f  congressmembers who 
resent the fact that the new board no 
longer funds " the left and their 
leftist constituencies . "  
, Wh ile the LSC board was meeting, the 
Senate attached legislation to the 
spec ial stopgap bill, insuring full 
funding for all legal services grantees 
and prohibiting board moves to c ut such 
funding until its members are Gonfirmed 
by .Congress . 
ulson's adversary on the program, Rep . 
B arney Frank (D-MA) , pointed out that 
one of the signers of the protest 
letter to the President is Rep . Henry 
�iyde, the ardent conservative from 
Illinois . "The suggestion that Hyde is 
a leftist front is, frankly, pretty 
funny, " said Frank . 
Bye, bye country c lub 
The legal. services legislation also 
l imits the amount of consulting fees 
board members may c l aim and nullifies 
the controversial benef its in the 
Bogard contract (i . e . ,  the severance 
p ay provision and the country c lub 
membership ) • 
So th is partic ular Washington Xmas 
story may have a happy ending after 
all . Congress h as fully and 
aggressively j oined the f ight to 
preserve the funding for LSC . As Rep . 
Frank points o ut, " Reagan has made the 
Legal Services stronger polit ically 
than it's ever been . "  • 
.:..-Ferdydurke 
In the midst o f  the furor, William 
O lson, who has received $ 19 , 000 in con­
sulting fees in his year on the LSC 
Sources : Washington Post, 16, 17, 22 
Dec . ,  1982 ; The G uardi an, 29 Dec . 1983 . 
1, 
WIMTEl\IZE YOUR GUITAR 
STOP rNAT 
GUITAR 
WORLD 
105 N. Broad.Nay• Narnol, IL 61761 
309-452-6412 
NATURAL FOODS 
And have your 
guitar checked for 
• New �trings 
• Cracks and 
·other dryness 
problems 
• Check out the 
Dampit Hu.midifier 
SJ.6. N. Main St. 
Bloomington, Ill •. 61701 
Come visit our newly remodeled store . 
We have more of everything, inc luding 
an expanded produce sec tion, to serve 
you better . 
COMMON GROUND now offers you the opportunity to cut food 
and vitamin costs by 1 0 % . You may obtain your 1 0 %  discount 
club card in the follow ing two ways : 
(1) You may purchase a discount card for a yearly fee of $ 10 .  
( 2 )  You may earn a free discount card by accumulating $ 50 
worth of COMMON GROUND sales receipts . S imply save your 
receipt� unti l you have a total of $ 5 0 , at whi ch time we will 
present you with a FREE 10% discount card good for one yea r .  
Once you have your discount card, simply present it a t  the 
checkout c ounter for a 1 0 %  discount on every purchase . • 
. . Our wide oalection of 11holeroma 1iJOOcfs ��,.-�=fa>fJ:::e�I J. 
---- - - -- - �""-- · .--.-.-.-"-- - ·...--...... -·-- .._ _ __ __ __, -- - �  - - - ....... -�- - ·� --
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Book review 
America the Poisoned 
America the Poisoned. Lewis Regen­
stein. Acropolis, !982. Available at 
the Bloomington Public Library. 
In 1962 Rachel Carson revealed in her 
book Silent Spri� h�w the chemic� 
industry and agr� usiness were poison­
ing America through the use and abuse 
of pesticides. Motivated by the fear 
of losing huge profits, the chem-
ical industry tried to prevent pub-
1 ication of Silent Sprin.g. 
"In 1962," Lewis Regenstein writes in 
America the Poisoned, "the Velsicol. 
Chemical--COrporation even tried to 
prevent the publication of Sile�t . .  
Spring because of the b�ok's cr7t7cism 
of two of its best-selling pestic�des. 
chlordane and heptaclor ... " Ve lsicol 
wrote to the �ublisher and charged 
that the book s arguments on �esti� 
cides might be part of a "sinister 
Communist plot to destroy American 
Farms." In 1967, Regenstein reports, 
Velsicol's chief spokespP.rson com­
pared opponents of pesticides to 
Marx, Lenin, and the Nazis. These 
critics were "neurotics, dr:iven by 
primitive, subconscious fears • • •  
they are actually preoccupied with the 
subject of sexual potency to such an 
extent that sex is never a subject 
of jest." 
America the Poisoned is perhaps a 
reincarnation of Silent Sprine;. 
Regenstein is Vice President of the 
WEMA'JEA 
SPQTLESS· RECORD 
/ 
Fund for Animals and a former 
President of the Monitor Consortium, 
a coalition of JS national conser­
vation and environmental organiza­
tions. 
Despite the outcry that resulted from 
Carson's - book, we are sti1·1 poison- . 
ing ourselves and our earth by falling 
for the industry's hard. sell. 
It is unfortunate that we need a re­
incarnation of Silent Sprin.g, but 
as Regenstein notes, "almost all of 
the toxic chemicals Rachel Carson 
discussed are still in widespread use. 
The few that have been restricted have 
often been replaced by equally or more 
hazardous compounds, and a thousand 
new and largely untested chemicals are 
introduced each year." 
The list of major corporations guilty 
of manufacture, distribution and use 
of toxics is longa Amchem, American 
Cyanamid,_Amvac,_ Browning Ferr�s,. 
Castle and Cooke, Chevron Chemical, 
Ciba-Geigy, Dow, DuPont, Ethyl, FMC, 
GE, Hooker Chemical, IC!, Michigan 
Chemical, \Monsanto, Pfizer, Rohm and 
Hass, Shell Chemical, Stauffer Chem­
ical, Tenneco, Union Carbide and 
'Velsicol Corporation. 
Though the Carter Administration did 
not have an environmental scorecard 
worth cheering about,- Regenstein re• 
minds us that "within days of taking 
office, President Reagan and his 
cabinet began a concerted effort to 
cancel, postpone, or weaken dozens 
of regulations that protect the pub­
lic from toxic chemicals. The Ad­
ministration has moved quickly to 
dismantle many of the hard-won en­
vironmental gains of the last few 
decades." 
In only two years, the Reagan gang 
has a 
***Relaxed rules that restricted the 
export of hazardous chemicals on the 
grounds that they "placed US exports 
at a competitive disadvantage." 
. h EPA 1 · ***Restrict-ad the ability of t e 
and the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration to issue reg­
ulations. 
***Pushed for a relaxation of the 
Clean Air Act. 
***Proposed to ease or eliminate J5 
air quality and safety regulations 
dealing with automobile emission 
standards and the auto industry. 
***Proposed allowing more lead in 
gasoline. 
***Proposed to abolish the CPSC. 
***Cut the Council on Environmental 
Quality budget by 72 percent and 
fired almost all of its experienced 
employees. 
***Appointed Anne Gorsuch, "a Denver 
attorney with a pro-industry, anti­
regulation background" to head the 
EPA. Gorsuch• �egenstein notes. was 
a key person responsible for killing 
a toxic waste control program in 
Colorado. Gorsuch has appointed as 
top EPA officials a group of "lobby­
ists, lawyers, and consultants who 
hau represented some of the nation's 
biggest polluters • • •  " 
***Halted EPA efforts to ban the 
extremely toxic herbicide 2,4,5-T· 
***Gave David Stockman's Office of 
Management and Budget veto power 
over the Environmental Protection 
Agency's 3pending. 
***By March of 1981 the Energy Depart­
ment had drafted legislation to 
abolish or drastically cut almost all 
its energy conservation, solar energy 
research, and research and education 
on alternatives to fossil fuel. 
***Proposed to increase spending on 
nuclear energy to 1.6 billion. 
***By the end of 1981, cut th� number 
of cases referred to the Justice -
Department for prosecution. 
***Destroyed 86 of 104 EPA publi­
cations on topics such as pesticide 
safety for farmworkers and children. 
***Appointed admitted anti-environ­
·mentalist James watt as interior 
secretary. 
"None of these actions and appoint­
ments should have taken anyone by 
surprise," �egensteirl. con()ludes ; _ 
"inde-ed'1 they accurately; rl8flect.; the , 
poii-cies and philosophy -0£ President'. · 
Reagan, who, has- spent muon o.1' ti.is . 
public life attacking environmental 
regulations and defending corporate 
polluters. He has blamed air pollu­
tion nn trees and other vegetation • • •  
has criticized the restricting of 
DDT and other cancer-causing pesti­
cides • • • •  Rea�an has characterized 
environmentalists as 'a tiny' 
minority opposed to economic growth 
which o�en finds friendly ears in 
regulatory agencies for its obstruc­
tionist campaigns,' and has said 
'I'd invite the coal and steel 
industry to rewrite the Clean Air 
A ct regulations.'" Reagan's "eco­
nomic" arguments ignore the 
savings in health care and toxic 
waste clean-up costs, Regenstein 
argues·. The government, in cutting 
the budgets of the .EPA and OSHA, is 
only postponing the day of· paying for 
these costs.e 
•-GS 
Peoples College of Law 
Founded by la bu law Students Association, Asian law Collective, 
National Lawyers Guild and National Conference of Black lawyers. 
Now accepting applications for Fall 1983 . 
Deadline for application : July 1, 1983 . 
PCL's goals are: 
to train peoples' 
lawyers and be a 
Third World/ 
Working Class school. 
Its unaccredited 
four-year evening 
program leads-to 
a J.D. and the -
California Bar Exam. 
Admission based 
primarily on the 
demonstrated commitment 
to the struggle for s0cial 
change. Two years of college 
or equivalent also required. 
660 SOUTH BONNIE BRAE ST. 
LOS ANGflES, CA 90057 
2131483-0083 
Peoples College of Law 
-.Maternal nutrition crucial "' ,Sanders follow-up Dear Post: . 
Dear Post Toasties, 
'Thanks to Phoebe for exposing the 
sleazy, evil, unspeakable practices of 
Dr. Slotky. Although I've known about 
his bizarre obsession with weight 
gain for years, it shocks me anew 
every time I hear about him inflict­
ing his madness upon unsuspecting 
women. 
Gail and Torn Brewer have written an 
·excellent book about maternal nutri­
tion during pregnancy. What Every 
Pregnant Woman Should Know names 
maternal malnutrition due to obste­
trical pr'.actices···(restriction of 
weight anq salt)., .�s the cause of tox­
emia, placental inalfunct1ons, diffi­
cult labors, anemia, infections and 
Caesarean sections. The effects of 
maternal· malnutrition upon the unborn 
. child are · equally grim. 
The malnourished child is likely to 
be a low-birth-weight infant. Accord­
ing to the Brewers' research, half of 
all low-birth-yeight babies will grow 
up with IQs of less than 70 , which is 
the standard cutoff point for severe 
mental retardation. Three and a half 
times more low-birth-weight children 
suffer from neurologic disorders. The 
death rate for these babies is 3 0  
times higher than in babies of normal 
birth weight. 
Slotky ,. in his insane abuse of power, 
is supporting and perpetuating the 
high-tech niqhtmare of traumatic hos­
pital birth, Caesarean epidemic and 
neonatal intensive care. He is 
effectively wiping out his patients' 
ability to control their birthing 
and early parenting experience. 
· I strongly urge all expectant parents 
to question any physician who harps 
about maternal wieght gain and ig­
nores nutrition awareness. Nutrition 
is the. single � important factor 
iw ,a, heal thy; preqhancy •. A· ·little 
i:rrde�ent ·'r.esearch .now, may· prev.eht· ' 
a lot of despair ·in the future. Take 
back control! And happy birth-days 
to all! 
Still ranting after all these years, 
Julie 
. . . . Voace yo�r opanron 
Dear�: 
In case your busy staff missed Donahue 
this morning, I have an address Y<>u 
might be interested in. This ·group 
has compiled a list of sponsors..' 
names and addresses that they will 
provide free upon request. They 
suggest we use this list tQ influ­
ence the media by giving the 
sponsors our opinions. I'm all 
for influence.,, aren; t you? 
Here's the address: 
Accuracy in Media, Inc. 
1341 G St., N.W. 
Suite 312 
Washington-, D.C� 20005' 
My huaband I enjoy the Poat very 
much, but since we don •"tliye in 
BloQlllington anymore, we' re running 
out of eicuses to -drive thrOUfJJh once 
a mon.thc for a new. edition. Wfl gi,.ye: 
. l:lpl Ttiere '-a. a checlt. enc.lo..- fOr a·. 
subac�.iption. . ·'l'hanks.. 
· 
.· .·· , 
Don and Alisa Koch 
Pas• .. · 1-.. woid�-�" 
Post: 
Thanks for a great job! I want to 
pass the word to my brother-in-law 
who first introduced me to the 
PA. ' 
Merry Christmas! 
. Dawn de Sousa 
·Pleasure 
Hi all, 
The last issue was a true pleasure 
to read. 
Keep up the fine journalism. 
Nancy 
Get back, Jack 
Dear Post Amerikan, 
This is a note to express my thanks 
and appreciation to everyone at �he 
New Year's Eve party who contributed 
to the 'Git Jack Back Fund.' It is 
wonderful to know that I have friends 
that I can count on. 
Th"ank you all again, • ' .  ' '  ., .. ' 
Jack Waltrip 
v·olunteer tutors ·needed 
The Tenant and Community Services 
Office of the Housing Authority of 
the City of Bloomington and Western 
Avenue Communi�y Center are sponsoring 
a tutoring program; Volunteers are -
needed as tutors for school-age 
children. 
Tutoring help is needed in English, 
math, reading, and spelling. The 
focus will be on cjrade school and 
junior high school aged children. 
The requirement for .a tutor is only 
one hour, one day each week, from 
3:30 to 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, Wednes­
day, or.Thursday. 
. Please conta�t the Housing Authority's Tenant Community Service Office at 
829-3360 before 5 p.m. After 5 p.m. 
call Brenda at 452�0572. 
FRANKLY, 
I am the desk clerk mentioned ir the 
article concerning Shotgun Sanders. 
I have been referring to him as 
"Scattergun the Scatterbrain," but 
that's besides the point. 
It is true that I was never question­
ed by police, and I agree that the 
Lnvestigation was a whitewash as 
stated by Charles Thomas. It is also 
true that I have never been contacted 
by police or their investigators in 
the past two and a half years. I was 
of course questioned by the investi­
gator working for Charles Vasquez's 
lawyer. 
· 
It states in the article, "He yelled 
halt and then boom he sho6ts. That's 
how quick he shot."--as told by th� 
maid and desk'clerk. I never heard 
the "halt" yelled, as I was inside 
looking out a window. I did, however, 
hear the "boorn"--twice--which at first· 
I believed to be a car backfiring. As 
Charles Vasquez drove under the canopy 
in front of my view, the second shot 
was fired: I saw Charles' head jerk 
and I also thought this was the back­
fire of a car and that he was joking 
around, but only for a moment. For 
when I stepped over to the window 
after the second "boom," I saw offi­
cer S<"nders and his shotgun, and I 
'knew differently. I can only assume 
he yelled "halt." I 'rn sure he did: 
others heard him, but I did not. 
I am not lopking forward t:o.�:events 
soon· to'come and I do not believe 
$9 million will undo t� .. damage 'done 
·.by. "Sc�ttergun the Scatterbrain." 
eut my prayers are with Charl�s Vas­
quez, and I hope.that justice:��l be 
done and the poltce and judge �fin 
realize something must bf!t' dP'ri� to 
p revent future havoc this of�icer 
could cause. 
Xini 
Classyfried Ads '"' 
· MOVEMENT  strategy and. tactics. Send 
'$4.95 (includes postage) for Plotting 
Directions: An Activist's Guide, 63 
pages, to RECON, J'. o. Box.14602, 
Philadelphia, PA 19134. 
'.The.Post-American run,s free non­
business classified ads every issue. 
Mail your ad to Post�Classyfried, 
P.O. Box )452, Bloomington, IL 61701. 
:You can advertise your business or 
:sell items or services with Post 
Classyfrieds. Mail your ad to P.O . 
Box )452 Bloomington, IL 61701. 
Include $3.00 check or money order 
'for each business ad. 
A POU TE REQ.UEST . SHOUU> SE Ail 
THAT'S 
NECEbSARY l . , · 
' 
******************�··············································································�····· 
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Court case limits noise ordinance: 
When panicked  Normal offi cials enacted 
a new nois e  ordinance designed to give 
poli ce more power to crack down on 
s tudent partie s , reasonable folks 
attacked the measure as being 
unreasonably vague and unfair . 
told the Pantagraph . "It  i s  apparent 
that the city feels that one person i s  
responsible for all conduc t  that takes 
place in a residence throughout a 
night . I don ' t  buy that , and 
obviously the jury didn ' t e i ther . "  
Outrages 
································�··�··· 
Who is  to determine what sounds are 
"loud and raucous " ?  And why should 
the rock ' n '  roll beaming out of a 
s tudent house on a sunny afternoon be 
sub j ected to legal s crutiny , while 
middle class type s are s till permitted 
to break out their lawnmowers at 8 
o ' clock on a Saturday morning ? 
To get a conviction o� the noi�e 
ordinance ,  Normal police now will have 
to get the names of everyone who lives � 
in the house, find out who owns the 
musi c  sys tem , and prove who was 
operating i t  at the time of the 
alleged offense . 
I t ' d  probably be easier to bust people 
operating loud and raucus lawnmowers . 
When the I llinois Supreme Court upheld 
the noise  ordinance ' s  consti tution­
ali ty in October ,  cri tics still 
attacked the measure as unenforceable . Food stamp thefts increase 12003 
That evaluation appears to be correc t ,  
after the firs t jury trial under the 
ordinance resulted in an acqui ttal 
last De cember· . 
ISU student Mi chael Simmons was 
charged under the ordinance after 
poli ce determined that "loud and 
raucus " amplified  music  could be heard· 
more than fifty fee t  from the house 
where Simmons lived wi th hi s 
roommates . 
But the Town of Normal had no evidence 
to show that Simmons was the one 
responsible for playing the musi c .  
"My concern was how far would the city· 
go to stretch the accountability of 
Simmons for the actions of his room­
mates , "  defense attroney George Taseff 
OoPS. 
Anyone can goof up-even a nuclear mis­
sile technician. American or Russian. That's 
why nuclear war is a growing danger in 
today's tension-ridden world. 
But there is a way out of this mess. 
It's called the Freeze. W ith the Freeze, the 
United States and Russia would stop making 
nuclear weapons. Period. We've got 30,000; 
they've got 20,000. * That's more than 
enough. 
The bottom line is survival. That's why 
neither country has broken any of the 14 
nuclear weapons agr.t!ements they've 
signed. t To help prevent cheating, each side 
watches the other with high-powered sen-
When the Illinois Department of 
Publi c  Aid began mailing foo d  stamps 
to re cipients last July , we predicted 
problems . Although a publi c aid 
worker pooh-poohed our fears , we 
sugge sted that some re cipients might 
never see their food coupons , since 
thieves could get to the mai lbox 
first. 
From July to Octobe r ,  according to a 
Pantagraph article , reported thefts of 
food stamps in Bloomington-Normal 
increased 12 times . 
The article quoted Springfield postal 
inspe ctor Corey Dudley ,  who reportedly 
said that people can report their  food 
stamps stolen and get replacement s 
without much diffi culty . 
Hah . Actually , if someone goes back 
sors and satellites (ours can read a license 
plate in Moscow). Of course, the Freeze 
won't solve everything; but it would be a 
strong first step toward a safer tomorrow. 
The Freeze is our best hope for preventing 
nuclear war. And that's no accident. 
0 I 'support the Freeze. 
D Please send me more information about the Freeze. 
D Here's _ s2o_sso __ s1oo _other 
to support this important work. 
Address --------------
City ______ State__ __ Zip�--
•center for Defense Information, W�shington D.C. 
THE tDepartment of Defense, Washington D.C. 
7i1El7::ZE 
.... llalaly Ulanls A lludl!lll' Illar 
Bloomington-Normal Nuclear Freeze  Coalition 
304 S. Evans 
Bloomington , IL 6170 1 
Please call 828-4195 for more information . 
to publi c aid and reports their 
s tamps stolen , they ' ll get nothing . 
But if recipients report that they 
never re ceived their stamps in the 
mai l ,  they can get replacements , 
according to Roger Zimmerman , director 
of the local publi c aid offi ce . 
"But thi s isn ' t  some thing someone 
could pull more than once , "  Zimmerman 
adde d ,  showing his deep compassion and 
trust in the clients his office  serves . 
According to Zimmerman , a client 
reporting "non-re ceipt " of food s tamps 
mus t be interviewed again by a case ­
worker , who mus t  determine that there 
hasn ' t  been a similar non-re ceipt iri 
the last six months . The client must  
come into the offi ce again when the 
replacement food stamps arrive . 
"We make them open the envelope ir. 
front of a caseworker and sign a 
receipt , " Roger Zimmerman told the 
Post -Amerikan . · 
For the next three months ,  Zimmerman 
said , the food stamp recipient mus t  
make appointments and open each 
month ' s  stamps in front of a case ­
worker . 
"It,'s possible someone could pull thi s 
once , "  Z immerman concluded , "but it  
would'be tough for them to  pull it  
more than that." 
Planned P a renthoo d 
won't sq ue al 
Last year , the federal Department of 
Health and Human Service s proposed a 
new regulation which would be binding 
on all family planning agencies  
rece iving federal funds: parents 
would have to be notifie d if any teen­
age girls re ceived any prescription 
birth control devi ce s . ( That would 
include diaphragms as well as I UDs and 
birth cont�ol pills . )  
The proposed regulation drew more 
publi c comment than any other in the 
department ' s  his tory . When Health and 
Human Services  Director Richard 
Schweiker visite d  Bloomington-Normal 
last spring , he was greeted .by a 
spirited demonstration . 
The enormous publi c opposition caused  
the feds to. postpone a decision on the 
proposed new rule , but they ' ve finally 
made up their minds . 
The national Planned Parenthood 
Federation i s  going to court in an 
a�tempt to overturn the new regula- . 
tions , whi ch are set  to go into effect  
by  February or  March . 
Despite the new regula tions , local 
Planned Parenthood offi cials say that 
teenagers coming to their agency for 
birth control will still have their 
confidentiality respe cte d .  ·If the 
legal challenge to the new regulations 
fails , Planned Parenthood plans to 
.�ignore the new requirements . 
* * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ·-· * * * * * * * * * * * * * *_*_* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *. ·-� * * * * * * * * * * ��� � �.,, * * � 
Revisited 
• * * * * * * * * * * * ..- * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Anti-poverty 
moves back from 
agency 
sub urbs 
Apparently stung by criticism in the 
Post-Amerikan last summer ,  the McLean 
County Economic Opportunity Corpora­
tion ( MCEOC ) has moved its  offices 
back to a location near its clients1 
the west side of Bloomington . 
The agency had moved  to the far west 
side of Normal in June , half a mile 
from the neares t  bus stop ,  and a good 
2! to J hour round-trip bus ride for 
many west-side Bloomington clients . 
After le ss than six months in i ts 
west -Normal location, the agency moved 
in December to 1100 W. Market in 
Bloomington . 
Brokaw employees ordered 
In an amazingly revealing memorandum 
to their employee s , Brokaw Hospj.tal 
admini strators have i ssued a clear-cut 
threat: park in our new parking lot 
or get fire d .  
Brokaw has gone through a lot to.get that parking lot . After pressuring 
reluctant homeowners to sell, after 
extracting ( on the second try) a hotly 
disputed zoning change from the.Normal 
City Council ,  and after destroying an 
entire block of well-kept , tree -shaded  
residences ,  hospital admini strators 
can look out their office windows onto a 
huge sea  of fre shly poured cement. 
Although hospital officials cited 
their supposedly cri tical parking . 
shortage as justification for leve ling 
the ad jacent neighborhood , much of the 
new parking lot was standing 
embarassingly empty--until the 
hospi tal decided to force its 
employees to park there . 
Here is  the entire text of Brokaw ' s  
Jan . 1 2  directive to its employees: 
January 1 2 ,  1 983 
TO: ALL BROKAW HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES 
FROM: JEFFREY B .  SCHAUB, EXECUTIVE 
V I CE PRESIDENT 
RE: PARKING 
At  Brokaw we value our employees ' 
freedom and ability to get the job 
done in creat ive ways--as such we 
don't issue s trong directives without 
good reason. We fee l  it necessary to 
make the following direct ive because 
Brokaw's communi ty relations are at 
s take and because the Town of Normal 
has aske d us , both officially and 
informally, to correct the s ituation. 
As a result , we are issuing the 
following directive: 
to use 
new 
parking lot 
Parking in specifically­
provided employee lots is a 
condition of employment at 
Brokaw Hospital. No employee, 
while working in the hospital ,  
shall park along public s tree ts 
in the vicinity of Brokaw while 
designated employee spaces 
remain unuse d .  Specific 
refe rence is made to maps and 
schematics dis tributed by 
Support Services detailing 
where employees are to park . 
Because thi s is a condition 
of employment , failure to 
comply will be grounds for 
discipline as de fine d in the 
Brokaw Hospi tal Personnel 
Policy and Proce dure Manual. 
I hope those who are slightly 
inconvenienced by this can understand 
our reasons . We have spent many 
dollars over ten years acquiring the 
Franklin Avenue property and building 
parking , and untold manhours have been 
spent in mee tings and negotiations to 
solve what use d to be our number one 
problem . 
I ronically , this very solution has 
spawne d another problem , conflicts 
with ne ighbors and our town . The se 
problems could very well s tand in the 
way of Brokaw ' s  future . I t's in e very 
employee's bes t  intere st to see that 
these relations remain good . Thanks 
for your cooperation in thi s matter 
and for your continued excellent work 
overall . 
( Signed) Jeff Schaub 
&ug .sell 
---- �--'- c _ ... 
Late fo r the high 
When Illinois legislators finally 
passed, and Governor Thompson signed, a 
bill banning the sale of drug 
paraphernalia , the measure received a 
ton of publicity . All the media 
reported that stores selling drug­
related equipment would have to shut 
down by January 1. 
Now , it turns out , somebody was a bit 
too high while filling out the 
paperwork . 
Because of a technicality that the 
media and lawmakers overlooked ,  the 
law aQtually takes effect July 1 --not 
January 1 .  
Bloomington Senator John Mai tland , who 
sponsored the new law , told the 
Pantagraph that he was "admi ttedly 
somewhat embarrassed" by. the 
oversight . 
If you have been raped, 
sexually attacked, or 
assaulted, call us for 
legal, medical and 
psychological assistance, 
referrals and alternatives 
Call PATH 
8274005 
and ask for the 
.RAPE CRISIS CENTER 
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Here you have it folks ! Some 
suggestions for thrills on thes e  grey 
winter days . Thi s l i st o f  happenings 
was hastily compiled and will be more 
complete next month . If you have an 
event you ' d  l ike included , send it to 
.the Po st-Amerikan , P . O .  Box 345 2 , 
�loomington , Illino i s  6 1 70 1 .  The 
deadline for the next Amerikan Almanak 
is February: 1 7 . 
- -Holly Foy and friends 
• 
Tue sday . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . .  25 
Film : 400 Blows . ISU Union F ilm 
Board , I SU C ircus Room , Bone Student 
Center . 6 : 00 & 8 : 15 .  $ 1 . 
ISU Faculty Trio . Bernard E ichen on 
violin , Ko Iwasaki , cell-0 and Julian 
Dawson , piano . Kemp Rec i tal Hall . 
8 : 00 pm . Free . 
Wednesday . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • .  
Gay People ' s  Allianc e . Speakers 
Bureau workshop and que s tion s e s s i o n .  
8 : 00 pm . Room 1 1 2  Fairchild Hall , ISU .  
Tflursday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 7  
F ilm : Taxi Driver . Capen C inema , I SU .  
7 : 00 & 10 : 00 pm . $ 1 . 75 general public , 
$ 1 . 25 ,  s tudents . 
Vietnam Peac� Treaty s igned 1973 . 
Friday . . . . .  � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Phil Coll ins , singer/drummer for rock 
group Gene s i s . 8 1 00pm , I SU Braden 
Auditorium . Tickets $ 13 . 50 at Ticket­
ron or Braden Auditorium box o ffice . 
F i lm : Deerhunter . C apen C inema , 7 1 0 0  
& 10 : 00 pm.  $1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 students . 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
F i lm : Deerhunter . Capen C inema�, 7 : 00  
& 10 : 00 pm . $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 s tudents . 
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .  39 
Bloomington-Normal Nuclear Fre e z e  
C oalition meets 8 : 00 pm , J04 S .  Evans , 
Bloomington . 
Film : Deerhunter . Capen C inema , 4 : 00 
& 7 : 00 pm . $ 1 , 75/$ 1 . 25 students . 
Gandhi assassinated 1 948 . 
Tue sday . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . .  . • • • • • • • . . . . 1 
I SU Faculty Recital . Robert Manni s ,  
p iano . Kemp R e c i tal Hall , 8 : 00 pm . 
Fre e . 
F ilm : M .  I SU Union Film Board . 
C ircus Room , Bone Student C enter , 6 : 15 
& 8 : 00 pm . $ 1 .  
First s i t- in , Greensboro , N . C . lunch 
counter 1960 . 
Wednesday . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 2 
Gay Peopl e ' s  Allianc e . GaY,s and 
R e l igion; discussion l e d  by members o f  
the Me tropo l i tan Communi ty Church . 
8 : 00 pm , Room 1 12 Fairchild Hall , I SU .  
Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
F i lm : F i ddler on the Roof . Capen 
C inema , 7 : 00 & 10 1 00 pm . $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 
s tudents . 
Friday . . . . . . .  · . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
I SU ' s New Fri ends o f  Old Time Music 
pre s ents blues arti s t  Son Seal s , 8 : 00 
pm , Prair i e  Room , Bone Student C enter . 
Toxic Sho ck . Playing oldies wi th 
p i z a z z . Fink ' s ,  1 1 1  E .  Beaufort , 
Normal . 
The So c i e ty for Pres ervation o f  Blue­
gra ss Mus ic o f  America i s  sponsoring 
a Bluegrass Jam at the " Paul Davi s 
Show" barn in Goo dfi eld . Featuring 
the Bluegrass Cracker jacks and more . 
" Bring your family , fri ends , and 
.lawn chairs ! "  8 : 00 pm . $3 . 
F ilm : John Travolta Film Festival- ­
Grease and Urban C owboy . Capen C inema 
7 : 00 and 10 : 00 pm . $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 
students . 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 
F i lm : Grease and Urban Cowbo* . Ca� en 
C inema . 7 : 00 and 10 : 00 pm . 1 . 75; 
$ 1 . 25 students . 
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
F ilm : Grease and Urban C owboy . Capen 
C inema . 4 : 00 and 7 : 00 pm . $ 1 . 75/ 
$ 1 . 25 students . 
· Ronald Reagan born , 1 9 1 1 .  
Tue sday . • . •  ; • • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . 8 
F ilm : Union F ilm Board presents 
Jul i e t  o f  Spiri ts . 6 : 00 and 8 : 15 .  
C ircus Room , Bone Student C enter . $ 1 . 
Wedne sday . • • . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • .  � . . . . . . . .  9 
Gay People ' s  Allianc e . Gay-Straight 
f;TOVES REFR I G ERATORS 
Buy - Sell - Ttade 
en 
2 
Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 
F ilm : Dr . Zhivago . C apen C inema . 
7 : 00 and 1 0 : 00 pm . $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 
s tudents . 
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . .  1 1  
Film : Reds . Capen C inema . 7 : 00 and 
10 : 0 0  pm . $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 students . 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12  
F ilm : Reds . Capen C inema . 7 : 00 and 
10 : 00 pm:----$ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 students . 
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13 
Film : Reds . Ca� en C inema . 4 : 00 and 
7 : 00 pm-:----$ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 student s .  
Bloomington-Normal Nucl ear Free z e  
Coalition Slideshow . Normal Public 
Library . Call for time . 
Tue sday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 
F ilm : ISU Union Film Board pre sents 
Umberto D .  Union Ballroom . 6 : 00 and 
8 :  15 pm . $ 1 . 
Women ' s  rights activist Susan B .  
Anthony born 1820 . 
Wednesday . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . • . . . . . . 16 
Gay People ' s  All ianc e . Discussion of 
Separatism in the gay and lesb ian 
c ommunity . 8 : 00 pm . Room 1 12 , 
Fairchild Hall , I SU .  
Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . 1 7  
I SU ' s La Ritz pre sents a n  evening of 
reggae mus i c  with " Dellow . " 8 : 00 pm , 
Prairje Room , Bone Student C enter . $ 1 .  
ISU pre sents " The Rake ' s  Progre ss , "  an 
opera·, Stroud Audi tori um , University 
H i gh Scho o l . $8 tickets availabl e  at 
Bone Student C enter ticket office . 
F i lm : Ragtime . Capen C inema . 7 1 00 
and 10 : 00 .  $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 students . 
Deadl ine for March i ssue of the 
Po st-Amerikan . 
Fri day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8  
F i lm : Ragtime . Capen C inema . 7 : 00 
and 10 : 00 .  $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 student s . 
Opera : The Rake ' s  Pro�ress . See 
February 1 7 . 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Opera : The Rake ' s  Pro�ress . S e e  
February 1 7 .  
Film : Body and Soul . Capen C inema . 
7 : 00 and 10 : 00 . $ 1 . 75/$ 1 . 25 s tudents . 
COUCHES DI NETTE SETS 
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Not so rry to see 
LaG row go 
Walter " Jerry" LaGrow i s  leaving . the 
Peoria MEG uni t .  Many citizens are 
happy about his departure , for his 
tenure as MEG boss was marked by con� 
flict , controversy , and conce i t .  
However , a few who enjoyed laughing 
at the zany antics of this keystone 
cop might be sorry to see him leave 
the scene. 
LaGrow came to Peoria a fter several 
years as an undercover vice cop in . 
Chicago. At last a command perform­
ance , his own show. 
LaGrow tried desperately to live up to 
his own image of himself. As Mr . 
Tough Guy he denounced anyone who 
upset his own view of reality. In 
1978 he lashed out at the j udges of 
the 1 0 th j udicial circuit , re ferring 
to their sentencing policies as 
" s ickening. " He label led his press 
critics as " freaks . "  Prosecutors that 
LaGrow didn ' t like were " inept " and 
"weak . "  
I n  1975 LaGrow made libe lous remarks 
about an acquitted defendant and 
embroi led the agency in a $ 7. 5  mil lion 
lawsuit. He is also fond of calling 
reporters and making accusatory claims 
against defendartts prior to trial. 
LaGrow doesn ' t  seem to like being 
troubled with such things as fair 
trials . · 
In 1977 during an interview on drug 
laws , LaGrow told a newspaper report­
e r ,  " Nobody is trying to play God , but 
" That was a bad year for Walter 
" Mitty" LaGrow. In April he falsely 
testi f ied to a Tazewell County grand 
j ury that PCP was known as " Chicago 
heroin. " The guy who didn ' t  want to 
play God somehow felt " Chicago heroin" 
made PCP sound worse than it is 
itse l f . 
The fa ca de slippe d 
LaGrow seems to imagine himself the 
E lliot Ness of narcotics , but some­
times the facade would s lip and the 
bare truth would be exposed. In 1979 
LaGrow admitted to the Peoria County 
Board his unit only stumbled onto a 
big dealer " inadvertently. " Trying to 
justify his arrests of users , LaGrow 
explained , " and if we make the big 
buys , the money is gone. " 
LaGrow also seems to operate under a 
c loud of confus ion about the e ffec­
tivenes s  of his uni t .  In 1978 LaGrow 
grandly announced , " in Tazewe l l  County 
drug use is almost an epidemic • • • •  We 
have hundreds of sale cases there . "  
He never did explain why the " hun­
dreds " of cases were :r;i.ever prosecute d .  
I n  1 9 7 6  LaGrow told the Bloomington 
City Counci l  that MEG had only 6 
acquittals in its entire history. The 
truth of the matter was much differ­
ent , 21 acquittals and dismissals in 
McLean County a lo�e . 
Not one to understate his case , LaGrow 
told the Fulton County Board in 197 7 ,  
" the narcotic prob lem is very , very 
serious , and what we ' re doing is very , 
very important . "  Sorry ,. Wal ter--not 
very , very convincing . LaGrow told the 
Bloomington Kiwanis C lub , " Once we ' re 
gone , there ' s  nothing to take our 
place. What the hel l  wi ll local au­
thoritie s do then? " 
LaGrow ' s feeling of sel f-importance 
manifests itself in his paranoid 
obsession with cameras. Despite the 
fact he has been photographed dozens 
of times , LaGrow still cringes and 
cowers when he sees a camera pointed 
at him. Somehow this lackluster 
ABOVE : MEG bos.s Jerry LaGrow 
police bureaucrat feels threatened by 
public identification . 
Threatened 
LaGrow even fe lt threatened by the ISU 
Vidette . In 1976 the Vidette attempt­
ed a routine press interview with 
LaGrow. After a protracted discussion 
with LaGrow and his secretary , the 
Vidette reporter was falsely told he 
was in Chicago . Brian Adair commented 
in the Apr{! 2 0th Vidette : 
LaGrow ' s  initial reaction was one 
of paranoia • . • •  I f  he can ' t  deal 
with members of the pres s , wel l ,  
I fee l sorry for him. I f  members 
of that group (MEG) can ' t  tel l  
the truth t o  reporters over the 
phone , how can anyone expect them 
to tel l  the truth in a court of 
law? 
In May 197 7 LaGrow tes ti fied in court 
in Galesburg that 4 of his informers 
had been killed during his tenure to 
j ustify keeping an informer ' s  identity 
secret. LaGrow didn ' t  bother to ex­
plain all four deaths were unrelated 
to MEG activities. (One died in an 
auto accident in another s tate ! )  
Speaking of informers , LaGrow has 
brought the most distas teful and un­
re liable batch of snitches used by law 
enforcement in I l linois to Peoria ' s  
MEG unit .  Characteris tical ly , 
LaGrow ' s  star informer , Rodney Meyers , 
was probab ly the worst. Some prose­
cutors wouldn ' t  even try a case i f  
Meyers was to b e  a witness .  
In 1976 Bloomington City Council 
member Richard Buchanan made pub lic 
what ins iders had long known : LaGrow 
made " enemies "  within law enforcement 
circles because of his abras ive " per­
sonality . "  Buchanan tactfully s ai d ,  
" perhaps it ' s  time now for him t o  g o  
back t o  Chicago . "  
S ix years later the sideshow i s  
finally ove r .  Sorry Walter , no 
encore . 
I won ' t miss him . e  
--J . L .  
WRR.�. 
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202 W. Mul berry :  I n  Normal ,  this Victori an home housed ISU ' s 
first pres ident, . C harles Hovey , and his s on Richard ,  a poet . . The 
rock and p laque honoring. RiChard i s  all that remains ( see p .  2) . · 
. . 
� •· 
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Pictorial histo.ry of 
lost hou ses, lost · cultu re 
Review : Bloominqton-Normal Los t .  The Old House Soc iety , 
B loomington-Normal ,  I l l inois , 175 pages . 
Bloomington-Normal Lost ( " A Pic torial Account of Our 
Vanishing Architectural Heritage" ) is a book which speaks 
so cunninq lv and s ubtly for itself that it. seems almos t  
�'2.'t.�.1:.�::_P�C?_��C:.1:� ':_e _to try_ to say anything about it . The 
book is the creation of the Bloomington-Normal Old House 
Soc iety ,  which took on the pro j ect out o f  a passion for 
o ld houses and a sadnes s  at the loss of many 
of Bloomington-Normal ' s  fines t  old homes . 
Bloomington-Normal Los t  is shrewdly conce ived . For .a 
first publication put together by committee, it is near 
mirac ulous . What I mean is that the book treads care­
fully the line between a n ic e ,  merely informative 
public ation for eas ily frightened , bas ically conservative 
members of the Old House Soc iety and res idents of the 
town in general,  and a sometimes s ad ,  sometimes outraged , 
sometimes b itterly ironic , but always aggressive and 
critical pictorial account of what ' s  wrong , why it ' s  
wrong , and who ' s  respons ible . 
Mos t  of this imp lic it pass ion is created by the 
j uxtaposition o f  before- and-after photographs of tne same 
addres s .  For example , on p ages 24 and 25 , a fine o l d  
Arts and Crafts s tyle brick house is s e t  opposite the 
building that replaced it--a Famous Rec ipe Fried Chicke n .  
O n  pages 2 6  and 2 7  a n  unbelievably ornate
· 
brick and s tone . 
Queen Anne ho�se faces its replacement, the Main St . 
U-Haul .  On 46 and 47,  a brick I talianate s tyle hous e  i s  
oppos ite· the Pit S top which now stands where the house 
was . 
I t ' s  an old s tory ( fond to the hearts o f  aging counte-r­
c ulturalists) about -the hateful plastification of 
- America ;  ·one vast:· s h ining Mcbonaldland , from sea to" sea !  
R az e d b y  i nst i tu t io ns 
Another, more prominent pattern emerges in the "now" 
p ic tures . :\n alarming percentage of B loomington-Normal ' s 
old homes have been razed by ins titutions , those very 
institutions and profess ions which cons ider themselves 
the foundation of o ur community .  Of the 45 houses in the 
" Los t "  section of the book, 25 ( 5 5%) were taken down by 
hospitals , universitie s ;  c ity governments , churches , 
b anks , law o f f ices , and insurance office s . 
Here perhaps �- could be more expl ic it,  less 
unders tated . Exac: tly what hospital is it that 
501 E. W ash i ng ton: The house at 
left used to s tand at 5 0 1  E .  Wash­
ington in Bloomington , until it was 
replaced by the church below . 
prefers parking lots to lovely old 
houses ? ( It may be that the Old 
House Society expec ts its readers 
to real ize that the 800 and 900 
blocks o f  Main are adj acent to 
Mennonite Hospital . )  
And what ' s  the who le story behind 
the destruc tion of the Pil lsbury 
house at 109 E .  Olive , now the 
loc ation of the B loomington C ity 
Hal l ?  We are told in the descrip­
tive blurb that Frances P i l l sbury , 
the house. ' s las t owner ,  " strongly 
protested the del iberate des truc­
t ion of her home , which was in 
excellent cond ition at the time . "  
But was she living in the house 
at the time ? What pretext was 
used to c laim her home? Eminent 
domain? Urban renewal ?  
One c an see from the photographs 
o f  the 45 lost houses that only 
two were rep laced by s ingle family 
res idences . That is , in only two 
o f  4 5  ins tances were o ld houses 
destroyed because someone thought 
they could build a better house . 
E m p t y  l o t  
But t he  Old House Soc iety ' s  mos t  
ac id comment o n  the poverty o f  
our apprec iation for our archi­
.tectural past is s aved for the 
last pagei; of. the . 11!,ost" s ec t ion . 
On pages 96 and 97 are the before 
and after pictures of the house o f  
C harles Hovey, f ir s t  pres ident o f  
. I ll inois S tate Univers ity and 
Richard Hovey, the well-known 
Bohemian poet of the late 19th 
c entury. In the before p ic ture a 
memorial rock to Richard stands 
proud ly before his unspectacular 
but handsome Victorian home . In 
the after p ic ture the rock stands 
alone, a little embarrassed . The 
·c aption : "Memorial rock and 
empty lot . "  
1 2 06 N .  M a i n: The house on the 
right was torn down to make way 
for the building which eventually 
bec ame the U-Haul bus ine s s  today . . ,. 
F inal ly , why should we care about old 
houses? What d i f ference does it make 
i f  there ' s  a two-s tory , s tone , I tal­
iante style house or an 8-hour Key 
Cleaners at 4 1 1  E .  Washington? Or , 
from a very different perspective , 
why should we mourn the loss o f  houses 
that more than anything e lse were 
originally the mark of c la s s  differ­
ence? Servant ' s  st.airways are " inter­
esting " to us , but what must they 
have been to late 1 9 th century ser­
vants ? 
To the second objection one can only 
reply , a little gui ltily , that for 
good or bad the 1 9 th century bour­
geoi s  had a highly sophisticated " art 
of l i fe . " In spite of the fact that 
this bourgeois art was dependent upon 
privilege and the exploitation of 
· others ( like the workers at the Chi­
cago & Alton Rai lroad yard on the. 
we st s ide o f  town ; the " oral history" 
c�rrently being put together locally 
will soon te ll that story ) , still it 
is d i f f i cult not to f ind their homes , 
their novels , their " style" beautiful , 
full o f  guilty pleasures . Like it or 
not , the decorative extravagances o f  
�ealthy people are a large part of 
what the history of art i s  about . 
A hum a n  culture 
But i t ' s  the first obj ection , the. 
what-difference-does-it-make obj ection . 
that i s  s in i s ter . The wi llingnes s  of 
present-day consumer capitalists to 
devour their aged grandparents , or , 
les s  metaphori cally , deny their own 
cultural birthright , says something 
very plain about the culture we live 
in . For all i ts shortcomings ,  1 9 th 
century bourgeois culture was at 
least s t i l l  a " human" culture . It was 
eccentric , iconoc lastic , and crochety . 
'It was the expres s ion of the 
imagination and skills of people� 
·Look at Queen Anne on page 72 of 
Bloomington-Normal Lost .  I ts multi-
_ dimensional angularity , misplaced 
towe r ,  ornate portico , and second­
s tory porch g ive it the look o f  s ome-
:thing out of the labyrinthine e tchings 
of M . C .  Escher . For the architects , 
bui lders , and owners of these houses , 
;Bloomington-Normal was not just the 
place they earned their money , not 
j us t  the place they happened to spend 
their working years befqre retiring 
somewhere warm , it was also the place 
they lived.  In short , it was a com­
munity . An unequal community no 
doubt , but a community . 
Consu me the past 
.But in our own culture , the only duty 
is the national duty to consume . Con­
sume the pas t ,  too , if i t  gets in the 
way of a fas t- food franchise , or i f  it 
reminds someone of what we ' re not . 
For whatever the intent , the des i re 
'of our culture to deny history has the 
e ffect of stifling thought . 
Americans don ' t  ask , "What other ways 
, are there to live ? "  " How d i d  our 
: great-great-grandparents live ? "  To 
.be human is to be bound to history , 
;whether one knows it or not . 
But not to know that fact--not to know 
that things were ever different than 
they are now--i s  to be vulnerable to 
all the manipula tive mythologies that 
currently def ine American l i fe .  
j ( "Have you played Atari today? " " Be 
;all that you can be--in the Army . " 
, " Cologne/des igner jeans/a Chrys ler 
•makes the woman . " ) 
When the last old house i s  reduced to 
!dust and rubb le·, we wi ll--as the 
I , 
:Preface to Bloomington-Normal Lost 
!Says--have los t  "a part of ourselve s . '' 
That is , as I see it , we will be less 
:full of hwnan poss ibi lity , and more 
.the mere creatures of a particular 
:and not very admirab le culture . •  ' 
: --Curtis White 
1--Photos by Earl Dunbar 
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Sa nders roughs u p  suspect 
Post Note : In a four-page section last 
i ssue , the Post Amerikan documented the 
treatment that Bloomington patrolman 
Tom Sanders has been d ishing out over 
the years , from verbal abuse and minor 
roughness to head bashings and even a 
shooting . The following s tory , held 
over from last i ssue , f i ts into the 
same pattern . 
On a late afternoon in Feb . 1 9 8 0 , 
Bloomington patrolman Tom Sanders 
pulled over a S i lver Trans Am contain­
ing two young black men , John Trice 
and Eric Ke llogg . 
With his gun drawn , S anders ordered 
the car ' s  occupants to get out , place 
their hands on top of the car and 
spread their legs . 
Two other officers , Ed Moser and John 
Stoops , backed S anders up . They , too , 
had weapons drawn . 
The officers searched the two bewi ld­
ered men , but found noth ing . 
Sanders searched the Trans Am ' s  
passenger compartment ,  and found 
nothing . He searched the locked trunk 
of the car , and found nothing . 
" Up to thi s  point , "  attorney John 
Tiel sch told the Post-Amerikan , " the 
po lice ' s  actions may have been j usti­
fied . But from then on , it s eemed 
that Sanders was j us t  trying to 
aggravate the s i tuation . It seemed he 
was trying to get a confrontation 
going . "  
Tielsch represented John Trice in 
court , on the . charge s arising out of 
the ensuing incident .  Trice was 
••t. e 
• 
•• 'ii 
charged with disorderly conduct , 
intimidation ( for allegedly threatening 
Officer Sanders ) and res i sting arrest .  
C h a r g es t h r o w n o u t  
After a bench trial , the j udge said 
Sanders had no busine s s  placing Trice 
under arrest in the first place . He 
dismi s sed the disorderly conduct and 
intimidation charges , but found Trice 
guilty of resisting . 
" The evidence does not justify the 
officer ' s  actions of placing defendant 
under arres t  for intimidation or dis­
orderly conduct , "  the j udge ' s  ruling 
state s .  " However the law does not 
permit a defendant to resist a peace 
of ficer even though the arre s t  may be 
unlawful . "  
Trice appealed the conviction , but 
los t .  
Whether Trice ' s  actions constituted 
resisting arrest or not , a reading of 
the trial transcript supports the 
defendant ' s  final words before 
sentencing : 
I t  all happened from the way Officer 
S anders approached him , Trice told the 
court .  " I f i t  had been another 
officer , I wouldn ' t  be here today , "  
Trice sai d .  
H o w  i t  st a r te d  
Patrolman Sanders had first been dis­
patched to the area on Bloomington ' s  
east s ide after police received a 
report of an argument at American Trio , 
the appliance s tore . A black male had 
reportedly threatened the proprietor , 
then left in a si lver Trans Am . The 
·�, e 
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Got mor e  info ? 
I f  you have more information about 
Patrolman Tom Sanders , call the Post 
Amerikan at 8 2 8- 7 2 3 2  and leave a�� 
mes s age on our answering machine . You 
can also reach some Post Amerikan 
folks at 8 2 8- 6 8 8 5 . 
b lack male had reportedly c laimed he 
had a gun in the car . 
S anders spotted Trice and Kellogg ' s  
s i lver Trans Am about 3/4 mile away , 
in the parking lot of Long John 
S i lver ' s , where the two men were eat­
ing .  S anders called for back-up and 
waited . 
When Trice and Ke llogg le.ft the res-
1a.uran t ,  they drove away in the Trans 
Am . S anders followed in his squad car . 
Sanders tes tified he ordered the Trans 
Am to pull over " after ·noticing that 
the l icense plate validation was on the 
wrong s i de . " 
Because he had (mistaken) information 
that the occupants might be armed , 
S anders approached with his revolver 
drawn . 
After submitting to a weapons pat-down , 
Trice and Ke llogg consented to having 
their car searched. 
It ·is up to thi s  point that attorney 
John Tielsch said the police ' s  actions 
may have been j ustified . 
" Sh ut y o u r  b l a c k  m o u t h " 
But Trice and Kel logg had no idea why 
they were 'being held at gunpoint , or 
what police were looking for. 
John Trice testified that he kept 
asking Office r  S anders , during the 
search , why they were stopped and what 
the police were looking for . 
Fed up 
LONDON--Twenty-f ive prostitutes have 
occup ied a church in the King C ross 
distr ic t  of this c ity to protest 
police haras sment . · 
Organized as the English Collective 
of Prostitutes , the 25 masked women 
entered the Church o f  the Holy Cross 
on Nov .  17 to demand an end to illegal 
arres ts , threats to take away their 
· 
children , and blackmail which ,  they 
s ay ,  have increased in recent months • 
Accord ing to the collective , 
harassment is direc ted partic ularly 
against prostitutes who frequent a 
women ' s  center in the area which 
provides a legal counselling service 
for them. Also at issue is the 
reported failure of the police to 
pur s ue men who rape prostitutes . 
Rachel Wes t ,  a spokesperson for the 
col lective , said, "We ' re arrested 
while walking our dogs or shopping . 
We take a lot of verbal abuse and 
even beatings and rape · by polic e .  
And we ' re fed up with o f f ic ials 
trying to take a"".ay our children . " 
--San F ranc isco C hronic le 
ZURICH--Twenty deer l iving in the 
bushes near the runways of Kloten 
airport here are to be shot 
bec ause the new A310 airbus coming 
into service with Swissair could 
suck them into its low-slung engine . 
--Reuter 
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after illegal arrest 
" Shut your black mouth , "  Sanders 
replied , according to Trice ' s  testi­
mony . 
Officer S toops testified that Trice 
and Kellogg were obvious ly " confused 
and could not understand why police had 
their guns drawn . "  
$ anders apparently wasn ' t  doing any­
thing to explain things , nor was he 
taking any other measures to help calm 
things down . 
After the " thorough search" turned up 
no weapons or contraband , S toops te s­
tified , he heard S anders and Trice 
arguing about the traffic s top . 
Officer Moser characteri-zed S anders as 
" angry . " Accordi ng to. Mose r ,  S anders 
was " upset that Mr . Trice was giving 
him a lot of lip service . "  
Officer Stoops said he couldn ' t rernern-
1 ber what either party said until he 
' heard Sanders announce that Trice was 
under arrest for intimidation . 
''I I ' l l  k i c k  you r a s s" 
Sanders says he placed Trice under 
arrest for intimidation when he 
al legedly heard Trice say " you litt le 
sucker , one on one I ' ll kick your ass . "  
A lot of f oiks have probably wanted to 
s ay that to Sanders . But even if Trice 
did say it , according to the j udge , i t  
doesn ' t  constitute intimidation . 
And Trice denies even saying i t .  
Trice said h e  asked his friend Eric 
Kel logg , - "Why are they doing thi s  to 
us ? "  and Sanders turned around and 
responded with "Did you say you ' re 
going to kick my ass ? "  and placed Trice 
under arrest .  
The allegation that Trice res i sted 
arr�s t  s terns from his stiffening his 
legs as S anders tried to place him in 
the squad car .  
On the way to the car , Trice s ay he 
asked S anders to loosen the handcuffs , 
which were hurting his wrists . S anders 
told him to shut up , Trice tes tified . 
Trice walked to the squad car "without 
any difficulty , "  according to Officer 
Stoops ' testimony . 
But no one allowed him to enter the 
squad car on his own power .  
Trice s a i d  h e  asked t o  get i n  himself , 
but S anders pulled his hai r ,  kicked his 
legs and kneed him in the behind . 
Eric Kellogg testified that Patrolman 
Sander s was very aggres s ive and was 
making derogatory comments about Tr.ice . 
Kellogg also testified that the clear­
ance on the squad car was low , and 
Trice ' s  head kept hitting the top as 
S anders tried to push him i n .  
" I  kept tel ling him t o  watch my head , "  
John Trice told the cour t ,  " But he 
j us t  grabbed my throat and threw me 
in. " 
To get Trice to unstif fen his knees , 
according to Offi cer S toops , S anders 
put " a  dras tic restraining hold around 
_ Trice ' s  throat to reduce his body 
functions . "  As Trice ' s  air supply was 
cut off , Stoops testified , Trice " lost 
body movement ,  and he relaxed and then 
he fell more or les s  with us pushing 
him into the squad car . " 
Defense lawyer John Tielsch said there 
was no testimony that Officer Sanders 
Bloomington Police Chief Donald Story : 
" I  don ' t  want to see Tom Sanders 
sub j ected to any more publ icity in 
your paper . "  
ever asked John Trice to get into the 
squad car on his own power .  " It 
appeared that he was taken over there 
and pushed into the vehicle , "  Tielsch 
said . 
And remember , thi s  all occurred for an 
arrest which the j udge said should 
never have occurred in the first place . 
I f  it had been another officer s topping 
Trice and Kel logg , the incident 
probably wouldn ' t  have happened . 
" S anders i s  sort of common knowledge 
among defense attorneys for his 
overzealous enforcemen t of the law , "  
Tielsch told the Post-Amer ikan . 49  
--Mark Si lverstein 
No progress • 1n Sanders investigation 
" I  have nothing more to tell you than 
I did last month , "  Bloomington pol ice 
chief Donald Story replied, when asked 
how his investigation of patrolman Tom 
Sanders was progres s ing . 
Chief Story had told the Post Amerikan 
in early December that the officer 
was being watched c losely and was the 
sub j ect of an internal investigation . 
At the time , Chief Story said that he 
was " definitely aware "  that there may 
be a pattern of aggres s ive behavior in 
Tom Sanders ' conduc t .  
Chief Story said h i s  investigators 
have s ti l l  not been able to talk to 
Brian Dietrich, the 1 8-year-old s us­
pect who Sanders knocked to the 
booking room f loor October 3 1 .  
Sanders broke his own hand i n  the 
incident. 
Without hearing from Dietrich , Story 
said , his inves tigation can ' t  pro­
gre s s  any further . 
The Post Amerikan ' s  investigati0n 
of Sanders ' record last December 
turned up several incidents that 
Chief Story said he had not been 
aware of . But Story was not inter­
es ted in pursuing an inves tigation of 
these case s ,  apparently because they 
occurred before he became chief o-f 
po lice . 
Chief Story ' s  willingnes s  to talk 
about his troublesome patrolman went 
through a definite change after the 
publication of last i s sue ' s  Post 
Amerikan . 
In November and December , S tory co­
operated to some extent with the Pos t  
Amerikan ' s  investigation . The police 
chief acknowledged that Officer S an­
ders ' conduct was a legitimate area of ' 
concern for a news medium . The chief 
even provided some reports that he 
was not legal ly obligated to divulge . 
By January , however ,  Chie f S tory 
changed his tune . 
When a Post Amerikan reader called me 
to report tha� an Officer Sanders had 
used an extremely unnece s s ary amount 
of force whi le serving a search war­
rant last September ( see s tory next 
issue ) , I called Story for more in­
formation . _ 
The Chief said he believed that the 
incident in question involved Detec­
tive Jeff Sanders , not patrolman Tom 
Sanders . He said i t  was pos s ible 
that Tom Sanders was also involved , 
but he doubted it . 
Whe� asked if he could check depart­
ment records to make sure , Chie f 
Story refused . 
" I  don ' t  want to see Tom Sanders sub­
j ected to any more publicity in your 
paper , "  Chie f S tory said . e 
--M .  S .  
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Mi,sce11·aneous 
outrages 
Cable cancels service, 
keeps rates same 
y.ou may 
Cable TV subscribers learned Jan . 1 
that they would no longer re ceive two 
late -night television stations . 
Mayors - charge 
cit ies for 
have .· mi·ss8d· . Despi te the fact that Tele cable customers pay for services  two months at a time , in advance , the cancella­tions were effective immediately . 
Califo rn ia v acations 
Mayor Richard Godfrey bil led  Normal 
taxpayers $800 fpr the California trip 
he took to watch the Space  Shuttle 
land last November ,  according to a 
Pantagraph report . Godfrey justified 
billing the city by citing the 
"intangible benefi ts "  that Normal 
gains from the personal contac ts the 
mayor made wi th federal government 
officials . 
' 
Bloomington mayor Ri chard . Buchanan 
also hopped over  to Cali fornia for the 
event . According to the Pantagraph , 
Buchanan refus e d  to reveal hi s 
expenses , some of which he intends to 
ask the city to reimburse .  The 
Pantagraph also said Buchanan was 
"perturbed " at being asked to account 
for what he spent , and would not say 
what good his travel did for the City 
of Bloomington .  
Wife-b eating-yes; 
Fingerprint.i ng children 
A program to fingerprint grade s choo l  
children began operation Jaquary 25 , 
in Union County , New Jersey ,  reports 
the Wall Stree t  Journal . According 
to the report , 92% of  the parents of 
the area ' s  44 , ooo elementary s chool 
s tudents have given permissi on for the 
fi�gerprin�ing , whi ch i s  allegedly 
being carried  out to help authorities 
lo cate  any pupils who may be come lost . 
Other New Jersey countie s are 
reporte dly considering insti tuting 
Telecable was not offering any refunds 
to subscribers to whom the cancelled 
s tations may have been the primary 
attraction of cable T\f ,  
The s ta ti ons cance lled so abruptly 
are WBBM , Chi cago , and WTBS , Atlanta . 
Both stations reached Blaomington­
Normal Tele cable subscribers after 
o ther s tations had gone off the air . 
WTBS , the Atlanta " super-station , " 
appeared on channel 5 after Peoria ' s  
Channel 25 went off the air . 
Similarly, WBBM ( Channel 2 in 
Chi cago ) ,  was avai lable to Telecable 
subscribers after Chi cago ' s  Channel 
J2 quit for the · night . 
When �he Bloomington and Normal city 
councils granted  Tele cable a 15-year 
franchise in 1 981 , they could have 
required the company to continue ( or 
even expand ) its cable casting of  these 
stations . But the councils missed 
their chance , and as usual , the late ­
night TV watchers get s crewe d .  
s imilar programs . 
Jail'-s dangerous, too 
free speech-no " I  certainly think it ' s  very dangerous 
for a minor not to be in schoo l , " 
Elizabe th Robb , Assistant Public 
Defender ,  told the Pantagraph in early 
November . 
If you were a Normal cop , whi ch' do you 
think you ' d  get in more trouble for , 
breaking your wife ' s  jaw ,  or 
cri ti ci z ing a policy of  the police 
chie f ?  
When Chief Lehr established a ti cket 
quota system in early De cember ,  every ­
one knew it  was a move to break up his 
patrol offi cers ' efforts to e s tablish 
colle ctive bargaining . The Po li c e ­
men ' s  Benevolent and Pro tective 
Asso ciation had been conducting an 
unofficial ti cke t-writing slowdown for 
almost  a year . 
· 
When two officials of the police 
orgar� i za ti on publi cly cri ti cized the 
IPC found ati o n  wi l l  
hel p p o or hel p  I P C 
Since utility company accountants all 
learn the same loopholes in the newest 
tax laws , i t  i s  no surprise that all 
the regional gas and e le ctri c 
companie s  are suddenly setting up 
chari table foundations suppo sedly 
designed to help poor people pay their 
energy bills . 
CILCO did i t ;  NiGas did i t ;  IPC did 
i t . 
The utilities are setting up charities 
whose mi ssion is to ensure that the 
utilitie s  get . paid .  And the power 
compan�e s  chalk up their contributiqn 
as an operating expense- -whi ch is 
charged to the ratepayers , not the 
s to ckholders . 
But the financial acrobatics ( we ' re 
used to them now ) don ' t  raise the 
blood pressure as much as I llino is 
Power ' s  pretending that they won ' t  be 
controlling the money they are giving 
out . 
" Illinois  Power ' s  involvement pretty 
much ends with the grants , "  A:).. Adams , 
IPC spokesperson ,  told the Pantagraph . 
"How the foundation uses the money 
will be determined by the foundation . " . 
And guess who ' s  on the foundation ' s  
board of dire ctors ? Wendell J .  
Kelley , Illino is Power Company 
Pre sident . 
chief ' s  new ticket quo ta policy ,  they 
were slapped with immediate 
dis ciplinary action . Offi cers Frank 
Zayas and Tony Daniels were bo th 
suspended for five days without P.§X.· 
In contrast ,  Officer Jeff Gabor 
received a five -day suspBnsion wi th 
� after he broke his wife ' s  jaw in 
an argument last Ju!y 4 .  
(As the Po st-Amerikan go e s  t o  pre s s ,  
the Town�Normal has backed down . 
Jus t before an appeal of the officers ' 
suspensions was to be heard , city 
offi cials voided the suspensions and 
reinstate d the offi cers ' back pay . ) 
Robb was commenting on an appe llate 
court de cision whi ch o verturned an 
order by Judge Charles Witte . The 
court said Witte was out of line when 
he threw a 16 -year-old girl in jail 
for .four days for violating Witte ' s  
order that she attend school . 
Do es Robb think skipping school i s  
more dangerous for a minor than 
si tting in jai l ?  
E X T R A V A G A N Z A  
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FEBRUARY 15th FROM 6 1  OOpm to MIDNIGHT 
RELIVE AN ERA OF ELV I S  • • • •  WIN ALBUMS 
AND OTHER PR IZES • • •  MUSIC TR IVIA AND MCRE .  
1 UO on yeur tll•I 
;;� . 
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Live music in B·N 
The Jerks 
.Danceability ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 
Who are The Jerks? Contrary to popu­
lar belief , they are not the people 
who use up all your mayonnai se and put 
the empty j ar back in your refr iger­
ator . They are a four-man band from 
LaSalle-Peru who can be found playing 
around town , delivering the old rock 
s tandards , as well as a selection o f  
newer s tuff and .a handful o f  originals . 
They do what they do with punch , 
agi lity , and great vocals . 
The result is an exciting mixture 
that goes from rocking " Back in the 
USSR" to a speed- freak R+B " Dirty 
Water , "  around and back · to an E lvis 
Coste l lo or XTC number , and j us t  so 
you don ' t  think they don ' t know how 
to play anything but covers , to their 
own buoyant originals like " Dancing 
in the Doorway" or " Dance 2 2 . "  
A brie f conversation with The Jerks 
revealed that they . really are : Alan 
Thacker ,  vocals , guitar , synthesi zer ; 
Dick Verucchi ,  drums ; the dapper Alan 
Shupp , guitar , vocals ; and Dave 
Morgan , bas s .  
Casua l ly and cleverly they quipped : 
" We ' re in the middle of making some 
changes • • •  we ' re looking for a new 
name , kind of going for a new approach , 
l ike " F re sh New Pope" . • •  an ' up 
with people ' feel ing , you know , we ' ll 
.. play Choctaw reservations and nur­
sing homes • • • getting inspiration 
from not so much the gospe l of Christ 
but the RHYTHM of Christ , you might 
say • . •  You know , most people think 
it was his teaching , but really i� was 
his record collection and his dancing 
that really put him over the edge with 
the Romans . "  
I F',tjNC.IE/;> MY>£LF A CH'1N6E.[) PERSON AS 
.I CA M E  7b REA L / 2.£ THAT MY OIAIN 
SELFtSH NESS WA S RESPON5i 8LE FtJ� rv�N IN6 kAT'S PR.cc1 ovs , PuNkY 8 V1 1 N  
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· They ' re a swel l  bunch of kids . 
so i f  you ' re looking for good mus ic 
·and dancing , keep your eye out for 
The Jerks at F ink ' s  or Central Sta­
tion . Until they change their name 
and I say , the soone r ,  the better . � 
--LVD 
Peopl-e's music 
lives 
We a r e  a Midwestern network o f  people 
who are interes ted in mus i c ,  s urvival 
and change ; in mus ic that in some way 
relates to the lives and struggles o f  
o ur communities . Some o f  us are pro­
gress ive singer s ,  songwriters , perform-
e r s . S ome o f. us are prod uction workers ; 
some a re l e s s  d i re c t ly involved in 
music-related activities and work . But 
we all share a love for mus ic and a 
commitment towards bu ild ing healthy 
cul tures and a hea lthy society . We 
have two pro j ects : 
The Direc tory-- a tool to encourage 
communication among people ' s  mus � ians .  
The Direc tory is a list of our members ,  
with their addresses, phone #s , and a 
3 0-word self-description o f  the ir 
reso urces ,  sk i l l s ,  intere s t s  and need s . 
The G athering s - - twice- a-year weekend 
get- togethers for peop le ' s  mu sic ians 
from acro s s  t he Midwe s t  to meet and 
hear from each other in works hop s ,  song 
swap s ,  and mus i c a l  j ams . 
To j o in MPMN, send yo ur addre s s , d i rec t 
d i rec tory l i s ting as d e s c r ibed above , 
and $ 5  ( ye a r ly membership ) to PO Box 
8 2 3 5 ,  Mp l s . ,  MN 5 5408 . 
The next MPMN G a the r ing- -Spr ing 83-­
wi ll be h e l d  i n  C h ic ago , I L ,  May 6 - 8 ,  
a s  p q r t  o f  The Peop l e ,  Ye s ! annu a l  May 
Day peop le ' s  c u l tural fe s t iva l . The 
Peop l e ,  Ye s ! is a C h i c ago-based organ­
i ?a t ion to p romo te " the c r e a t ive a r t s  
wh i c h  a r t ic u l a te and s uppor �  the 
s tr uggle for democracy, peace , equ a l,ity 
and progres s . "  The contac t person for 
the Spr ing Gathering/Peop l e  Yes ! weekend 
. i"s C ur t  Koe h l e r ,  2 5 3 8  W .  6 4 t h  S t . ,  
C h ic ago , I L  606 2 9 ,  ( 3 1 2 )  7 78-8801 . e  
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Vaginal 
. . 
Alternatives 
to over-the-counter drugs 
during pregnancy · 
If you are pregnant, you probably 
already know that powerful prescrip­
tion drugs can endanger unborn chil­
dren. But did you know that nose 
sprays /  •lllspir:d.nt . ·.antacids r .co�gl\;;;,med:- . .  
icines, or any of those supposedly 
harmless drugs for "everyday com­
pl�ints "  are also not proven safe 
for the unborn? -
The Coalition for Medical Rights of 
Women has produced a valuable booklet, 
� safe Natural Remedies for Discomforts 
of Pregnancy . "  You can order it for 
· $ 1. 50 from : 
CMRW 
1 6 38;f:I Haight St . · · . .  
San Francisco , California 94h7· e  
--s . F .  
self help 
Women used  to get together during 
births and i llnesses and during death . 
�o administer to themselves and their 
families . They shared knowledge and 
experi ence and developed remedies and 
made up o ld wive s '  tales . They 
performed an invaluable functi on to 
their communitie s . 
About 1 2  years ago , feminists in the 
health care movement renovated this 
sharing of knowledge and body wi-sdom 
in the form of the Self· Help Movement .  
Women began to get together and , 
instead of talking about their bodies ,  
they began to look . 
With a spe culum ( se e  illustration of ' devi ce that looks like duck b i lls ) ,  a 
flashlight , and a little hand mirror .  
a woman can see inside o f  herself . 
She can see her vaginal walls , her 
cervix ( the mouth of the uterus ) ,  and 
. o s ,  which is the little opening in the 
cervix where s e cretions and menstrual 
blood ( sometimes babies , too ) come 
out . 
When a woman examines herself through­
out her cycle , she often sees changes 
in the color of her cervix and in the 
appearance of her secretions . With · 
practice , she can pro bably learn to · 
tell , just by looking , when she is  
o vulating . She can spot a vaginal 
irrita tion or infe ction as soon as it 
begins . She can treat it herself 
before it becomes a problem . And , . 
best of all , she wi ll know what she 
looks like . 
It  isn • t inysttfrfous . lt 1·sn •t · , 
difficult . Look at your cervix and 
marvel at the amount of money you give 
your gyne co logist . ·- ··· - - · · 
•• • f or yourae If 
I first saw my cervix a year ago . I 
was 27 . Oh , I had seen lots of  
pictures of  female anatomy ,  but I 
don ' t  think that I ever really believed 
that all that s tuff was in there until 
I saw i t  for myself . And I think that 
in some fundamental way , I wasn ' t  
alive in that part o f  my body until  I 
saw i t .  My cervix was pink and rourid 1 
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and shiny--not dark or mysterious or 
alien to me . 
I became part of a group of  women who 
�eet twice a month to do self exams . 
We have a chart where we keep track 
of our cycle s and the appearance of 
o ur cervixes .  We chart our energy 
patterns , food cravings , and our 
levels of horniness . We write down 
unusual dreams . 
The first thing that strikes you when 
you ' re looking at women' s cervixes '  
( and their  outer genitalia as well ) i s  
how varied . The s i z e s  and shapes and 
colors are as diverse as our face s . 
In a few months ' time , mos t  of  us 
learned to tell when we --and each 
o ther--are ovulating . The se cretions 
then are long and .thin . That i s  
fertile mucus . Fertile mucus i s  more 
alkaline than nonfertile mucus and 
better for sperm to live in . Under a 
mi cros cope i t  i s  fernlike , with long 
parallel canals that pull the sperm 
upward . To the naked eye , it looks 
like egg white . If you put a little 
on your finger and pull it , you ' ll see 
that i t ' s  very stretchy . 
For most  of us , the changes in mucus 
around the time of ovulation are 
obvious , but for some , it is very hard 
to see any difference at all . The 
same thing is true of changes in the 
o s . Mos t  of us find that thi s li ttle 
opening be come s  larger during ovula­
tion ,  but again , for some there i s  no · 
noti ceable difference . Each woman has 
to see what i s  normal for herself , 
Y e a s t  i .nfect io n s  
In my self-he lp group , we ' ve found 
that yeast infections sometimes show 
up during exams as much as a week 
before the woman experiences any 
discomfort . '.l'he first time that this 
happened ,  the woman , Rachel ,  
discounted what she saw . She had no 
real sy.mptoms , she sai d .  
'�" �'yJ£st ' showif*its&:t:t ·a�'�"""&o�� '�ee�"21'1.;; .._ 
When a person stops eating, the body 
does not cease feeding itself. The 
body simply changes its source of 
food. It begins to live off the 
accumulated fat and stored materials 
within . The " disease• or toxic 
material the person is trying to 
clear out of the system by fasting 
is converted to food by the bOdy , or 
. discarded. ' 
In the process of changing to this new 
internal diet , plus the associated 
·cleans ing which takes place, many 
, signs and symptoms of sickness begin 
to appear in a cycle. The cycle 
occurs. when. the fas ting.· person feels 
qood for · a  .couple of days. and then 
goes through a down cycle for a day 
or "tWo ( or more} . It is · important to 
realize that .each person ' s  fast is 
different fran · others • • Each person 
is eliminating a different acC\llllula­
tion of toxic material&.. Sqne symp- _ 
toms are more C0111Rl<Htly shared than 
others , however . 
A few of these coiamon. symptoms are 
the coated tongue , dizziness , head-
· aches t nausea , bad breath and body 
odor , diarr}lea , o� . constipation , 
fatig'ile and weakness-, hunger .. pains 
folloliled by. a '.losi. of apEeti te and 
sore arm& and leqs . 
· 
Unwanted symptoms can be dealt with 
in many ways . For example , the loss 
of appetit� . usually happens after 
two or three days on water. When 
fasting on juice, which is a liquid 
food, the usual appetite and desire 
to eat at specific times seem to 
remain . 
If one is on a wa'ter-only fast, 
drinking lemon water at the beginning 
of the fast neutralizes the strong 
hydrochloric acid in the stomach. In 
this way the desire or cravings to 
Fertile mucus fibers Sperm 
(greatly magnified) 
Yeast s een 
through speculum The structure of ferti le mucus 
di scharge and , if you rub a little on 
your finger and sniff , you ' ll see  that 
i t  sme lls ( not  surprisingly ) like 
yeast . A full blown infection burns 
when you urinate and itche s . There 
is a strong smell and an obvious 
discharge . A week later , Rachel had 
a ll the symptoms . The next time that 
happened to one of us , the woman knew 
to trust what she was seeing and to 
begin a remedy right away . 
Every woman has yeast in her vagina . 
There ' s  no problem unless  it over� 
grows , which can happen if the woman 
is run-down or if , like Rachel ,  she 
has taken antibioti cs .  Antibioti cs 
wipe out all the bacteria in the 
vagina and a1low the yeast to grow 
like crazy b ecause they have no 
competitio n .  That ' s  why one of  the 
remedies for a yeast infection i s  
plain, unpasteuriied yogurt . You can 
insert it with a vaginal applicator 
or  a turkey baster and keep i t  in 
there by using a tampon or natural 
sponge . 
. Some women find i t  easier--less  messy 
- -to use acidophilus table ts . Aci do ­
philus i s  a concentrated form o f  
yogurt bacteria that ' s  available at 
eat leave the faster sooner than the 
usual two days . The appetite s imply 
. goes away . Many fasters are grateful 
f or this loss of appeti te ,  and yet it 
has been this same loss of appetite 
which has worried some fasters . 
I f  after seven to ten days of water 
fasting the faster rej ects food be­
cause of no appetite or because of 
vomiting , there is still no reason 
to fear . This re jection of food s im­
ply means the body is still in its 
c leansing cycle . At this point , the 
faster could . fol low several options . 
Some j uice for a day or two will 
usually cause the appetite to return . 
Alternative ly , the faster can take an 
enema or colon i c .  This additional 
WE USED TO BE AT 
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most health food stores .  Put i t  in ' your vagina before you go to sleep 
every night for a week . I t  usually 
works in 7 to 10 days . 
P re g n ancy 
A few days after I be came pregnant , 
five months ago , I no ticed a little 
hunk of  mucus in my o s .  At first I 
thought that i t  wa s  just secretions , 
but three  weeks later it was still 
there . A pregnant woman ' s  body will 
form a "mucus plug " in the opening of  
her cervix to protect the fetus from 
outside bacteria . 
At the same time , it  had be come harder 
for me to find my cervix . Each time I 
wanted to do a self exam, I would have 
to jump up and down and wiggle my 
pelvis around ( this looks as silly as 
it so.unds ,  but sometimes it works ) .  
Pregnancy makes the cervix , which is  
generally round and distinct , flatten 
out . It also tends to move it back , 
away from its basi cally centraJ. 
po siti on at the end of the vagina . 
I was only three weeks pregnant when 
I started to take some LSD- -but I was 
prompted  by my tiredness and by the 
changes that I had seen in my cervix , 
to get a pregnancy test firs t .  You 
can get an accurate blood pregnancy 
test as early as 1 0  days after concep­
tion . Without self help , I probably 
would have ignored my tiredness  and 
taken the a ci d . I don ' t  know what to 
think of the rumor of LSD and chromo ­
some damage , but I don ' t  like the idea 
of taking any kind of drug during 
pregnancy . 
Se lf exams also changed the way that 
· r  relate to my herpe s .  Occasionally 
I get outbreaks on my cervix . Before 
I knew how to loo k  at myself , 1 
experienced thos e  as  a kind of  
, generalized discomfort "down there . "  
I feit a rawnes s  when I made love and 
an overall sens e  o f  something being 
wrong . 
cleansing of the colon speeds the 
c leansing process , thus· allowing for 
the natural appetite to return . The 
third option would be s imply to con­
tinue fas ting until the body ' s  
natural appetite returns . It will 
always return when the cleansing is 
complete or when the reserve of 
nutrients and ions i s  so low that it 
cannot complete the cleansing process 
during that particular fas t .  
The symptoms o f  s ore arms and legs 
- can be dealt with in two ways . The 
soreness can mean that the body i s  
living o f f  its own muscle tissue , 
in which case the person might decide 
to s top fasting . Drinking juice i s  
a method o f  changing this tissue 
breakdown , for remember , j uice is 
liquid food . Another way to react 
THEY �ED US TO  
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I ' ve had that fee ling once since I ' ve 
. started self help , and then I was able 
to look  at what was happening . I saw 
three little blisters on my cervix and 
:although knowing didn ' t  make them go 
1away , it did change my experience . .  I 
knew exactly where the dis comfort was 
' coming from--and it staye d there . I 
' could confine it to those little dots 
because I could visualize it . I t  
wasn ' t  mysterious or creepy any more . 
E a s y  t o  l e a r n  
Women can do self exams privately . 
I t ' s  easy to learn . How To Stay Out 
of � Gyneco logist · �  Office and � New 
View of � Woman ' �  Body,  both written 
by the Federation of Femini st Women ' s  
Health Centers , are wonderful illus­
trated books that I recommend 
strongly . Planned Parenthood at '201 
East Grove , Bloomington , has plasti c 
speculums that you can get for a 
minimal charge . I ' m willing to send 
some handouts that I have on how to 
do vaginal self exams . My addres s  i s  
1 22 9  East  Wilson St . ,  Madison , 
Wi sconsin 53703 .  Please send me 50 ¢ 
to cover po stage and xeroxing . 
The group that I am in grew to 1 0  
, women,  which we felt was too many- ­
both for the little room that we use 
and for easy conversation and sharing . 
\ We ' ve spli t into two groups now ;  five 
! is a good number . I t  i s  fine to do 
·- self exams alone , but we find that the 
mee tings provide a way for us to share 
. the confidence and the pleasure that 
comes £rom learning about our bodies . 
They give us a context in which to get 
• toge ther to exchange kno wledge and 
experience . 
We try out different remedi e s , share 
' stories we ' ve heard and articles we ' ve ' read , and some times
.
we make up o ld 
maids ' tale s . As one woman pointe4 
out,  "t;he health o f  women i s  too 
I important to be .left to the medical 
industry . •  
--Alison Clement 
Pest-Amerikan 
page .19 
is to continue water fasting but in­
crease one ' s  level of exercise . 
Within minutes of doing exercise the 
arms and legs cease to ache . Doctors 
in Sweden who advocate fasting have 
found exercise , especially walking , 
to be an important means of keeping 
the body in its cle ansing cycle 
rather than breaking body tissue down 
as in degeneration . 
Headaches ,  especially migraine s , are 
sometimes experienced i f  the faste r  
has previously co;ns'1me4 cofJee , milk 
or aicohol in any addictive way . The 
headaches are s igns of withdrawal from 
the addictive_ drinks but they usually 
cease after a couple of days . 
withdrawal from food itself has caused 
severe withdrawal symptoms for some 
fas ters . Their observation has been 
" I  didn ' t  realize how addicted ' to food 
I really was . "  Taking enemas or re­
ceiving colonic irrigation . enhances 
the body ' s  cleansing and functioning 
during the fas t .  With these addition­
al c leansing therapies the c leansing 
crisis and signs of all sorts of s ick­
nes s  are minimi zed .  
One way t o  enhance one ' s  well-being 
, during a fast is to prepare properly 
for i t .  Eating a res tricted diet 
of raw fruits , vegetables and 
1 sprouts for a good two weeks prior 
to the fast allows the b"ody to build 
. 
. up i ts supply of enzymes and ions . 
· If you have ever fasted without this 
, raw food preparation and now try the · 
preparation , you ' l l  experience how 
di f ferent the fasting proces s  can be . •  
--Marj orie Kinsella , 
Naturopath 
1923 � ·  .J:,ackson 
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The year in review 
The "Top" gay stories for 1982 
More than any previous year , 1982 s aw 
a number o f  landmark dec is ion s ,  
breakthrough events , and medical and 
political developments o f  importance 
to the nation ' s  lesbians and gay men . 
While there was no shortage of gay 
events to report on, it was usually 
gay publications that c hose to do so . 
In the straight pre s s , court dec is ion� 
and pol itical items took a back seat 
to the usual mains tream coverage-­
rest- s top bust s ,  " shocking" c r ime s ,  
and a C ap itol Hill " sc andal" that was 
all hype ( see s tory, p .  2 1 )  • ' 
There were other events to be covered, 
and the following list of " top" 
stories , given in c hronologic al order, ,  
shows the progress o f  the gay rights 
movement in 1982 . 
1 .  COURAGEOUS RELIGIOUS LEADER . 
After United Methodist B i s hop Melvin 
Wheatley appo inted an openly gay 
minister to the s taff o f  a Denver 
par ish, some of his fellow church­
peop le acc used him of " d i s seminating 
false doctr ine . "  But an 
investigatory body fai led to find 
grounds for �he charge s ,  and later in 
the year the Method i s ts ' j ud ic ial 
counc il ruled unanimously that · 
ord ination o f  gays is not agains t  
existing c hurc h  law .  
2 .  ONE WIN, ONE LOSS . 
Re ferendums on gay r ights were not 
as frequent in 1982 as in some 
previous years , but in January voters 
in Austin, Tex . , rejected a proposed 
law that would have permitted anti-gay 
discrimination in hous ing . Later,  the 
Aus tin C ity Counc il voted to inc lude 
sexual orientation as a protected 
category in the c i ty ' s  fair hous ing 
ordinance . On the other s ide, 
Lincoln , Neb . , voters turned . down a 
propos al that would have extended 
c ivil rights protections to gays . 
3 .  ON WISCONS I N ! ! 
I n  February, Wisconsin became the 
f irst state in the country to enact 
a comprehens ive gay r ights law .  S ince 
Wiscons in ' s  new governor ,  Anthony 
Earl ( D ) , is favorable to the gay 
r ights c ause and has appointed an 
openly gay j ournalist as his top pre s s  
aide, the nation ' s  f i r s t  statewide gay 
r ights law seems s afe from threats o f  
repeal . 
4 .  FAVORABLE COURT RULINGS . 
A federal j udge in S an Franc i sco 
ruled that the anti-gay policy o f  the 
Immigration S ervice abridged " r ights 
of free speech and as soc iation" and 
i s s ued a permanent inj unction to allow._ 
foreign gay v i s i tors to enter the 
country . Another l andmark dec is ion 
was handed down in Texas , wh�re a U . S .  
distr ict court j udge s truck down as 
unconstitutional the s tate ' s  l aw 
that made private homosexual conduct 
a c r iminal offense . 
5 .  UNIONS BACK GAYS . 
In June , the 1 . 1  million member 
American Federation o f  S tate , County 
and Munic ipal Employees overwhelmingly 
approved a s trongly worded resolution 
calling for federal, state and local 
l eg i s lation to protect lesbians and 
gay men from discrimination . Four 
months later , the Industrial Union 
Department, which comprises 59 unions 
representing 6 mill ion worker s  (most 
o f  them in the construction trade s ) , 
approved a resolution that inc luded 
sexual or ientation as a c ategory to 
be protected from discrimination . 
6 .  A S PORTING EVENT BY ANY OTHER NAME . 
The first international Gay Games , 
he ld Aug . 28-Sep t .  5 in S an Franc isco, 
drew 1300 gay and lesbian athletes 
from 28 s tates and 10 foreign 
countries . The U . S . Olymp ic Committee 
secured a court inj unc tion barring 
the use of the word " olympic "  in 
BE A STAR 
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c onnection with the event, even though 
numerous others are allowed to use 
the term . The Gay Games r:t are 
scheduled for 1986 . 
7 .  AIDS INC IDENCE INCREASES . 
By year ' s  end the acquired immune 
defic iency syndrome (AIDS ) had 
chalked up 7 7 5  reported cases 
nationally ,  294 of them fatal . 
S ince an estimated 75% o f  the. c ases 
were reported among gay males ,  
several groups have been organized 
in the gay community to raise f unds 
and dispense information and 
as s istanc e .  In September, Congres s  
approved $ 50 0 , 000 for AIDS research ,  
and a n  additional $ 2 . 6  mill ion was 
approved by the House in December . 
8 .  ELECTION YEAR SUCCESS . 
The Human Rights C ampaign Fund 
(HRC F )  raised nearly $ 6 00 , 000 to 
help congress ional candidates who 
s upport gay r ights . HRCF c laims an 
81% s uccess rate in targeted House 
and S enate races , and the group ' s  
f und-raisers featured s uch political 
b ig-wigs as former Vice Pres ident 
Walter Mondale, S en . Alan Cranston 
(D-CA ) , and S en .  P aul Tsongas (D-MA) . 
· Runners-up to these top stories : 
--F irst pos it ive Hollywood f ilm about 
gays , Making Love, released : followed 
by Personal Best and Victor/Victoria . 
--F lor ida S upreme Court s.trikes down 
law aimed at preventing g ay college 
groups from using state-owned campus 
fac il ities . 
--�armer federal Legal Services Corp . 
pres ident Dan Bradley comes out. 
--Sen . Edward Kennedy keynotes the 5 th 
anniversary dinner o f  the Mun ic ipal 
E lections Committee of Los Angele s ,  
the nation ' s  oldest gay political 
action committee . 
--Nationwide s urveillance of gays by 
the FBI from the ' 50s to the 70s 
revealed . 
--Chr istian Sc ience Mother Churc h in 
Boston fires 2 g ay emp loyees . 
--The number of House sponsors o f  the 
federal gay rights b i l l  reaches 59-­
a new record . 
--Chicago Mayor Byrne i s s ues executive 
order banning anti-gay d iscrimination 
in c ity jobs and services . 
--Oklahoma federal court upholds state 
anti-gay teachers l aw . ·  
--Philadelphia approves gay r ights 
· ord inance . 
--Gay California teacher wins damages 
from former s tate Sen . John Briggs . 
--Former L . A .  Dodger Glenn Burke comes 
o ut �  
--U . S .  Army heeds j udge ' s order , 
allows openly gay Seattle soldier to 
· re-enlist. e 
--Thanx to S tephen Kulieke, 
The Advoc ate, 20 Jan . 83 
p age 2 1  
No gay hanq - panky 
The scandals that weren't 
Washington, D . C . ,  was b uzzing last 
' June with media reports of an alleged 
sex scandal involving congres smen and 
young male p ages . I t  had all the 
marks o f  a ' 50s witch hunt : l ists of 
reputed homosexuals in Congres s ,  
has tily i s s ued denials , separate 
investigations by the Justice Depart­
ment and the House Ethic s Committee . 
By August,  the Jus tice Dep t .  had 
dropped its probe , s aying it was 
unable to produce any evidence that 
p ages had been sexually exploited by 
congres smen . 
-­
.... -- -
ft-----
The E thics Committee i s s ued its report 
at the end of the year , after months 
of inquiry and an estimated $400, 000 
cost to taxpayers . Its f inding? 
That there was " no mer i t  whatsoever" 
to the charges made against 
congressmen by 2 former p age s .  
The spin-of f  o f  the Congres si onal 
n_on-scandal premiered in July with an 
equally sensational script--Soviet 
operatives and other fore ign agents 
were seeking names of homosexuals who 
could be compromised into betraying 
the nation . This s tory was as 
unfounded as the tale o f  the p age 
boys and the congressmen . 
Both " sc andals , "  accord ing to Larry 
Bush of The Advocate , were largely the 
creation o f  over-eager j o urnali s ts 
and new-right homophobes . From the 
beginning , s ays Bush, it should have 
been c lear that the charges were 
reckles s  and mos t  l ikely untrue . But 
the media hyped them shameless ly . 
Both NBC and ABC put on the air 
d isguised " hus tlers " who have s ince 
been identified as p aid FBI informants 
and who both, it turns out, were 
lying . 
At least one of the " hustlers" was put 
in touch with the media by the editor 
bf a new right-wing publication , Deep 
�ackqrounder ,  which launched its 
publishing debut with an expose on 
homosexuals in Was hington . This 
� hustler , " David Schauer , turned out 
to be a c ampaign organizer for Rep . 
Larry McDonald of Georgia ( author or 
,bosponsor of every anti-gay bill in 
lthe House ) ; an informer on gays in 
�ashington for the ultraright Liberty 
/Lobby ; and a paid informant for the 
FB I .  
�nder c lose questioning by Bush and [journal i s ts from 2 other gay papers , 
S chauer admitted that he had 
,s ubstantially exaggerated the truth 
iin his s tatement on nat ional tv : · he 
!had no personal knowledge that any lfore ign agents were looking for 
,c loseted gays to blackmail .  
�either network backed o f f  one iota 
bn the s tory, and neither has 
' acknowledged the errors or falsehoods 
. that they broadcast . 
And there i s  CBS . It ' s  poss ible that 
the other two networks s imply got 
c arried away and s acrificed truth for 
ratings . But CBS has been charged by 
the D . C . pol ice department itsel f  with 
having misrepresented the events in 
Was hington . 
CBS ' s  contr ibution to the scandal­
.mongering was to put Larry Williams 
on the air , initially in d isgui s e ,  
and l e t  him allege that h e  had sex as 
a p age with members of Congress . 
Williams has s ince p ub l ic ly admitted 
that he l ied . But it is not Will iams 
alone whose credibil ity is at i s s ue .  
\ \ \ ,\ \ \ 
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According to tes t imony o ffered behind 
: c losed doors at the House Ethics 
Committee, a CBS reporter combined 
several allegations into a whole 
'package and sold the network on the 
·idea of reporting a " sex and drug " 
.scandal involving members of Congress 
and pages . The charges had been 
c irculating in Washington for some 
months , but had been so severely 
.discredited that no reputable news 
agency would report them . It took 
'CBS " to br idge the gap , " in the words 
of the D . c .  police department--and 
create a sex and drug scandal where 
·none exis ted . 
CBS ' s  record on cover ing gay-related 
s tories isn ' t  very good . Their 1980 
doc umentary , " Gay Power, Gay 
Politic s , " was branded by the National 
'News Counc il as unfair , distorted , and 
exaggerated ( see Pos t ,  v .  9 ,  # 7 )  . \. · 
--Ferdydurke 
Sources :  The Advoc ate , 14 Oct .  198 2 ,  
2 0  Jan .  1983 ; Washington Pos t ,  28 
Dec . 198 2 .  
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The new right strikes aga in , Beware the populist 
page 2 2  
The Conservative Diges t  ( CD ) , the 
bastion of right-wing concerns since 
1 974 , recently devoted i ts entire 
October i ssue to the "new populism . "  
Apparently the "new federali sm "  has 
been preempted to bring you ye t 
another stab from the past . Populism 
has hi stori cally been a liberal move ­
ment in Amerikan politi c s - -a call for 
governmental concern for the populace , 
the people . 
The Populist Party began in 1 891 , an 
offsho.o t of the Grangers and the 
Farmers ' Alliances . The party is said 
to have consisted  of farmers , 
advo cates of  women ' s  suffrage , 
so cialists , pro fe ssional re formers , 
and remnants of earlier radi cal 
poli tical parties . Wi lliam Jennings 
Bryan be came the ir link to the 
Democrati c Party . The old populi s ts 
wante d ,  among o�her things , an income 
tax ,  cheap money f'or the f'armers and 
the po or , the abo lition of  the 
national banks , and government owner­
ship of the railroads . 
The new populis t  coalition wants the 
aboliti on of everything big .  They ask 
for popular ( conservative ) control of 
everything from the government to the 
media . They are , at the moment , very 
new, very weak , and very dangerous . 
What make s the new conservative 
populist  revolt  dangerous is that if 
you do no t pay very clo s e  attention 
to the small print , it doesn ' t  sound 
so b�d .  I �  i s  hard to argue in favor 
of big busine s s ,  bureaucracy in 
government , and the oil corporations . 
On the surface , the new right appears 
to have aligne d i tself wi th the old 
left- -always a dangerous idea . 
The new populism i s  opposed to 1 0  
ma jor t�ings : big �)Usine ss ,  big banks , 
the me dia eli te , big educati on , big 
labor ,  the church e s tablishment , big 
courts and th� la� e s tabli shment , big 
government ,  big oil , and foundati ons . 
No t a bad sounding list , if I do say so myself . The neo - conserva tive 
ob je ctions to these 10 "power blo cs " 
Local 
nuclear weapons 
freeze action 
are what ' s  frightening about the new 
populism . 
Big b u si n e ss 
The new populi st s ' main problem with 
big business  is  that it supposedly 
supports left-wing groups and 
organi zations- -like Common Cause ,  the 
Urban League , Operation PUSH , the 
ACLU , the Youth Pro ject , and Planned 
Parentho o d .  
The new right also has problems with 
poli tical action committees ( PA C ) . 
"The PAC of Merrill Lynch , "  says CD, 
"donated $5000 to the pres idential 
campaigns of Jimmy Carter , Ted 
Kennedy , Ronald Reagan , John Connally , 
and George Bush . " One wonders if 
· 
Merrill Lynch would be in less trouble 
had they only given money to Reagan 
and Connally , or if the inability to 
make a decision is what finally did 
them in . 
Big banks 
The problem with big banks , according 
to the new populi sm , is  no t that they 
loan money but that they loan money to 
foreigners . They are vehemently 
opposed to lending money to · such 
countries as the Soviet Union,  Po land , 
Bulgaria , Eas t  Germany , Ango la , 
Brazil , and Mexico . 
The new right especially hates David 
Ro ckefeller and the Chase Manhattan 
Bank , apparently the biggest offenders 
of foreign money lending . The new 
populists would like to stop them from 
lending money to any government or 
nation they see as unfriendly . Since 
their list of no -nos include s Mexi co , 
one wonders if there would b e  any 
foreign interests  on the "approved"  
list  at  all . · 
Media elite 
By now we all know what problems the 
new right has wi th the media : the TV 
shows are too sexy and violent and the 
news is too one -side d .  But the new 
populi sm has problems no t only wi th 
what is  covered in the news ( too few 
conservative causes  and concerns ) ,  
but also with the people who cover the 
news . Newspeople are ,  for the most 
par t ,  well educated ,  whi ch apparently 
make s them suspe ct . " 9J% have college 
degrees , and a ma jority ( 55% ) attended 
graduate s choo l as well , " observes  CD . 
As well as being educated ,  the "media 
eli te " tend to come from areas of the 
country whi ch the new populi st move­
ment finds questionable : New YoPk , New 
Jersey,  a�d �ennsyl:ania , New England , 
and the big industrial states jus t  to 
the west- -Illinois ,  Mi chigan and 
Ohio . 
' 
The idea here is  that since these 
areas of the country tend to be more 
The B looming ton-Normal Nuclear F reeze 
Coa l ition will be presenting a s lide 
show on Sunday , February 13, 3 : 30 p . m .  
at the Normal Pub l ic L ibrary . T h i s  
s l ide show , " START vs . S top " compares 
Reagan ' s  " START " propos a l  with the 
Nuc lear Weapons F reeze Reso lution . 
S unday , January 3 0  at 8 : 00 at 
304 S .  Evans in B l oomington , we w i l l  
be ho lding our next meeting . Top i c s  
w i l l  inc lude the formation o f  educa­
tional research teams and rai s ing 
funds to send coa l i t ion members to 
lobby in Wash ington , D . C . , on March 
7 and 8 .  
1 We would encourage any intere sted 
f o lk s  to j oin us at our next meeting 
or i f  you happen to have exc e s s  funds 
s treaming from your pockets , you may 
wish to help sponsor the March 7- 8 
action by sending s ome greens to : 
B l oQmington-Normal Nuclear Freeze 
Coa l i tion 
304 · s .  Evans 
B loomington IL 61701 
Or c a l l  8 2 8- 4195 for more informa tion . 
S trug g l ing alway s !  • 
..... Avortll/LNI --Ho l ly 
liberal , the . newscasters and reporters 
who come from tho se areas will be 
liberal . But it is  no t only that . 
T�e populists (who hate everything 
big , remember ) hate big cities , too , 
and the "me dia e lite n grew up too f'ar 
away from small towns and "middle " 
Amerika . 
Ch urch e s tablishment 
When it cc;imes to "big religion , " the 
new populists  aren ' t  opposed to 
churche s ,  church leaders , mini sters 
or congregations . They are , howeve� . 
opposed to the National Council of 
Churche s (NCC ) , the World Council of 
Churche s ( WCC ) , and the U . S .  Catholi c 
Conference . 
The NCC , the Amerikan branch of the 
wee , has many sins listed behind i ts 
name by the new· right . First under 
fire is the WCC ' s  Program to Combat 
Raci sm . The problem came when the 
new right realized  that this religious 
money wa � not _ only going to support places like Zimbabwe , Nami bia South 
Afri ca ! and El Salvador , but that it was go ing to the revo lutionaries  in 
tho se c ountri es . 
The new populists aren ' t  racis t ,  you 
understand . They just don ' t  want to 
see  private church funds going to 
support causes they do no t believ�-
(fJt(EsTGAY· ENTERTAINMENl;/" 
· 1N CENTRA.L lWNOI$ 
OPEN NIGHTlY.''11l4A.M. 
PRESENT rH\S ·Ao Alt THE BAR · - .�,ORA DRINK. t.�MlT-ONE PER 
.. . · ·"'CllSTOMl!R PER JllrGHT . ... . , '  - ,  ;. - - . · - - -_;.-.---.. . -
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revolution! populists are really upset  about . Oh no . Heading their law establi shment hit list i s  another enemy of the pe ople - - the U . S .  Supreme Court . 
rhat ' s  right . You read it correctly . 
in ,  like Ma.rxist revolution in the 
third world . 
The u . s .  Cathol ic Conference's s ins , 
contained in the Campaign for Human 
Development ( CHD) and limited to the 
boundari e s  of these Unite d States ,  are 
just as gri evous . Conservative Diges t  
points out that s ince 1 970 the CHD has 
given mi llions of do llars "to hundreds 
of grass-roots anti-poverty organiza ­
tions " as well as to "tenant strike 
organi zers , pro -criminal radical 
lawyers , Marxist-style proponents of 
' class struggle , ' sociali sts . . . . " 
Some of the programs under fire by the 
new populists include the Anti -Death 
Penalty Organizing Pro j e ct and the 
Team Defense Pro ject , bo th aimed at 
e liminating capital punishment and 
getting pri soners off death rows ; 
Pro ject Survival , which seeks 
subsidies  for publi c housing ; and the 
South Central Los Angele s  Organizing 
Communi ty Pro j e ct ,  whi ch "aims to 
bring toge ther poor black , white , and 
Hispanic people through direct  
invo lvement of their churche s . "  
Christ . I ' d be worried ,  too . 
Big courts 
The new populism i s , not too 
surprisingly , opposed to what they 
call big courts and the law e s tablish­
ment . By that they mean such groups 
as the ACLU , Ground Zero , and the 
Ameri can Bar Asso ciation- -groups whi ch 
the new populists claim make laws 
without benefit of election and work 
to ban laws already on the books in 
individual s tates .  
But these gro ups are not what the new 
The Supreme Court ' s  crimes are many . 
CD tells us that the judges are 
·questionable be cause " They serve life ­
time terms . They are appointed ,  not 
ele cted . They answer to no higher 
authority in government . "  I f  you 
thought that the Constitution set up 
the Supreme Court in that way , you are 
right . But the populists want to 
change all tha t .  
They are also not pleased wi th certain 
Supreme Court decisions . Since 1 953 
and the Warren Cour t ,  "the Supreme 
Court has violated through i ts many 
controversial rulings many of  the 
value s held mos t  dear by mos t  
Ameri cans . "  I t  should be no surprise 
that some of the Supreme Court ' s  
"violations " came in its de cisions on 
integration , busi� , bilingual educa­
tion ,  and affirmative action quotas 
in college admi ssions . 
What i s  more surprising is that the 
new populi sts are still harping on the 
three de cisions (Mapp , Miranda , and 
Coolidge ) that exclude d improperly 
obtained evidence and insisted tpat 
arrested people be advised of their 
constitutional rights . CD fo llows i ts 
general attack on the Supreme Court 
wi th 16 stories  of cases  in whi ch the 
"criminals " were freed by the Court 
based on those  three de ci sions . Of 
course , if police and prose cutors 
followed the law instead of breaking 
i t ,  the Court decisions wouldn ' t  have 
been ne cessary in the first place . 
But that ' s  probably too subtle for the 
new right to handle . 
Big etceteras 
The new populi sts also have problems 
wi th o ther "bigs , " but the se are 
really no t news . They do no t like big 
education ( the National Education 
Asso ciation i s  too left-wing and . 
c ontrols teachers as well as sub j e ct 
matter ) ;  big labor ( generally supports 
Democrats and has a "far-left leader­
ship " ) ;  big government , whi ch includes 
Congress and the Departments of Energy 
and Health and Human Servi ces 
( spending defi cits , bureaucracy , and 
funding of left-wing causes , like 
food stamps ) ;  big oil  ( primarily 
because oil corporations "are all 
ma jor contributors to the Publi c 
Broadcasting Corporation " ) ; and 
foundations ( like the Ford and Ro cke ­
feller Foundations and the Carnegie 
Endowments )  be cause they give their  
• Copley News SerWlcie 
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( private , not public )  money "to a 
s core of  left to far-left cause s . "  
Neo- conservatives , flying the banner 
of populism , seek to wrench power away 
from the people in order to serve 
their own small-minded goals . They 
have chosen to use the language of 
liberali sm- -calling the power  insti ­
tutions the "establi shment " and the 
"elite " - -in a thinly veiled attempt 
to confuse the Amerikan publi c .  
The new populists are courting 
dissatisfied and angry Amerikans in 
the hope that they will "put aside 
their differences with and 
pre conceived ideas o f  conservatives 
in order to meet our common 
obje ctions . . . . The conservative 
movement plan for victory includes 
reaching out to these disillusioned 
Ameri cans . "  
They claim , in the ma jor statement on 
populism in the CD , that they do not 
want conservativecontrol for their 
own gains : " Our new coali ti on mus t  
take away the power whi ch the liberal 
eli ti s ts have seized over the people . 
Not be cause we want the power for 
ourselves . But be cause no one should 
hold so much power over the people . "  
Nice sentiment . But clearly a lie . 
Earlier ,  in the same article , they 
stated that their goal is "to achieve 
control of mos t  of our ma jor institu­
tions and Congress  and s tate and local 
o ffices . " 
Can they do i t ?  Can these new 
"populi sts "  actually get enough power 
to begin chipping away at the basic 
righ�s of thi s country ' s  citizenry ? 
I think so . Espe cially if we of the 
left do not beli eve that they can . 
Unbelieve d and unche cked the new 
populis ts could be unstoppable . 9  
- -Deborah Wiatt 
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COMMUNITY FOR SOCIAL ACTION 
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No gay • 1 n  thi s  play 
"A k i s s , " a c c or d ing to the popular 
song , " i s  just a k i s s . "  But in Ira 
Le vin ' s  play Deathtrap i t ' s  a go od 
deal more . I t ' s  the mo t ivational 
l inchpin for a compl i cate d  but 
intri.guing storyline . 
Some b o dy a t  Blo omington ' s  Communi ty 
Players ( CP )  should qui t taking the ir 
cues from popular songs and learn to 
trust the playwright who s e  work 
they ' re pre se nting . 
Deathtrap is an ingeni ous mys t e ry­
c ome dy that pok e s  fun at i ts e l f  and 
the whole tra d i t i on of thea tri cal 
thri llers � It contains plo t twi s t s  
des igne d to fo o l  e ven t h e  mo s t  
perceptive mystery buff , ( I f  you 
have n ' t  s e en the play or the movi e ,  
whi ch s tarr e d  Mi cha e l  Ca ine and 
Chri s to pher Re e ve , and you think you 
might want to catch i t  some t ime , stor 
reading now .  I ' m about to g i ve the 
entire plo t away . )  
Author Levin builds carefully to the 
s tage k i s s  in Dea thtrap . The audi ence 
has s e en two killings , whi ch b o th 
turned out to be fake .and whi ch have 
been s tage d , apparently , to frighten a 
third chara c t e r  to death . But why d i d  
Sidney and Cli fford c onspire to s care 
Sidney ' s  wife into a heart a t tack ? 
The playwright answers the audi ence ' s  
que s t i on with a stunning theatri cal 
move , p la c e d  j u s t  a few line s before 
the end o f  the first a c t . Si dney and 
Clifford k i s s . I n  the mov i e  i t  was a 
rather long , ardent kiss . 
As I s e e  i t , thi s important vi sual 
c lue mo ves the audience from "What ' s  
going o n  here ?" to " Oh ,  I g e t  i t . " 
And if some members o f  the crowd are 
a li tt�e slow, they ' ve g o t  the who le 
intermi s s i on to figure i t  out . 
But for some inexpli cable rea son the 
Communi ty Players ' pro duc tion of 
Deathtrap d i d  no t inc lude the 
clima c t i c  k i s s . The audi ence went 
from "Wha t ' s  go ing on here ? "  to "I 
s ti l l  don ' t  know what ' s  go ing on 
here . "  
I wa s angere d by thi s glaring 
o mi s si on , and so were a number of 
o ther peopl e  I talked to . · No t  only 
did thi s failure to fo llow the s cript 
hope l e s s ly muddle the plo t ' s  key 
- mo tivations , but it also slamme d the 
c lo s e t  door in the face of the gay 
people in the aud i e n ce and in the 
communi ty . I t  sai d : Commun i ty 
Players i sn ' t  going to a c knowledge 
the exi s tence o f  gay pe ople . 
I ra Levin do e s n ' t  develop the gay 
relationship beyond a few lines and 
referen c e s  in the se cond a c t  ( which 
had no context , o f  c ours e , i n  the CP 
produc tion ) , so I ' m no t mourning the 
lo ss of insightful gay chara c teri za­
tions . The play is devo t e d  to i t s  
c lever plo t  and everything , inc luding 
chara cter deve lopment ,  take s a back 
seat . 
· 
But the two men are gay , dammi t !  That 
fa c t  i s  important to the p lo t ,  and I ' m 
outrage d that the Communi ty Players 
d i dn ' t  have the guts to have two men 
k i s s ing on s tage . 
I f  the actors couldn ' t  bring them­
s e lve s to perform the act ( i ck !  
pho o ey ! ) ,  then g e t  some who can . I f  
Mi cha e l  Caine and Chri stophe r Reeve 
can r i sk the ir imag e s , t wo unknowns 
from Blo omington-Normal can make some 
sacri f i c e  for arti s t i c  integrity . 
They could always rinse the i r  mouths 
o ut with Li sterine during i n t e r ­
mi ssion . 
I f  the dire ctor , or 
the board o f  dire ct ­
ors , or who eve r ,  
tho ught the audience 
would be o ffende d , 
then pi ck ano the r 
play . Time Out for 
Ginger is always a 
safe cho i c e . I 
mean , the movi e  
version o f  Death­
trap played he re 
for several we eks 
and the c i t i z e nry ' di dn ' t  riot . � 
Mo s t  importantly , , �.:�� there are many gay I ( 
men and le s bians i n  w 0---
support Communi ty Playerg and theatre 
i n  general . Several were in the 
audience the night I saw Deathtrap. 
Some have e ven performe d--gasp ! 
h?rror ! - -in community produc t ions . 
Right there on s tage with the real 
people . And we ' r e  tired of being 
treat e d  l i ke we don ' t  exis t . 
Gay people have b e en vital to the 
growth of theatre in Amerika - -for 
s tarters , try do ing without the works 
of Tenne s s e e  Wi lliams , Edward A lbee 
Stephen Sondh e i m ,  Thornton Wi lder �nd 
Lanford Wi lson--and i t ' s  about ti�e 
our pre s e�ce was re cogni z e d  and our 
contri buti ons a cknowledge d .  Even in 
Bloo�ington-Norma l ! e 
- -Ferdydurke 
looks l i ke a s leepy, serene 
commun ity. 
� .· · ·� �����=-��:'=-
look • again. 
If you listen to the c ity fathers , the Pantagraph, the 
c i v i c  boosters and the phony speechmakers,  you 
would think we lived in a 193 0 ' s  Hollywood set. But 
let ' s  look b e h i n d  the scenes . Each month s ince 
April 1 9 7 2 ,  the Post-A merikan h a s  b e e n  denting 
that serene facade, printing the embarrassing truths 
the c ity fathers would rather overlook. Take an­
o t h e r  look at Bloomington-Normal . Subscribe to 
the Post-Amerikan. 
For the next 12 issue s ,  send $4 to Post-Amerikan, 
PO Box 3452 ,  Bloomington IL 6 1 70 1 .  
